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Regents'Attorneys
Challenge Curris To
Make Charges Public
Attorneys for the Murray State questioned as to whether
he has preThe regents voted 6-4 last month to
University Board of Regents today judged the truth or falsity
of a specific strip Curris of his powers and to brine
issued a challenge to Dr. Constantine charge.
charges against him. They reaffirmed
W. Curris to immediately release
-The board of regents fully en- the action a week
ago. A regent-s.
charges filed against him by the dorses, supports and prefers an
open hearing on those charges is scheduled
board.
hearing in Calloway Circuit Court on March 28. turns, who
said he wants
"Now is the time for President Cur- Monday. March 23, 1981," the statethat hearing, has termed the charges
ris to release the charges to the public ment said. "If President
Curris petty and said he intends to release all
and to cease to hide behind general discloses the pending charges.
there nine charges before the regents meet.
allegations that the charges are will be no reason for the hearing
to be
Attempts today to reach Curtis I or
vague, petty, nitpicking and closed and the public can be fully
in- comment on the new development
frivolous," the attorneys said in a formed.
were unsuccessful.
prepared statement.
The state Court of Appeals already
Don Overbey, one of the attorney's
-To place it in simplistic terms: has declined to block Monday's hearrepresenting turns, said however,
now is the time to put up or shut up:' ing. A three-judge
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION PLANNED — Community Threatre's fourth
panel
ruled 'Dr. Curris has been advised by' his
anniversary will be celebrated in
the statement, issued by MSU at- Thursday that attorneys for
part with a production of the three-act comedy,"The Fourposter."
the counsel that to discuss the charges
Stage manager Dorothy Norris and vice
torney James Overby, along with regents "have not made a
sufficient while litigation is pending is intpresident of production Linda Begley met with Community Theatre
director Richard Valentine to plan for the
Harold Hurt, Gary Haverstock and showing of irreparable injury"
in propec. Further, as attorneys for Dr.
show that opens at 8 p.m. Thursday, March 26. For reservations and
information, call the theatre at 759-1 752.
Rick Jones of the local law firm their -effort to prevent the hearing
in Curris, we do not feel that this matter
assisting Overby in the investigation Circuit Court
should be tried in the news media
of Curris, said.
Attorneys for the regents asked
Calloway Circuit Court Friday for an
order requiring examination of all
members to determine their "legal
bias" in the dispute with Curris.
Curris already has petitioned the
edding day. The last scene finds the court for an injunction preventing five
Community Theatre's fourth anThe story centers on a 25-year marniversary will be celebrated with the riage and passes over none of the bedroom being dismantled and regents from participating in his
production of the three-act comedy, standard moments of fear, pathos and Michael once more carrying Agnes ouster hearing because they allegedly
Much of the information included
Several sources have pointed to
across the threshold.
"The Fourposter," opening Thursday unconscious comedy.
are prejudiced against him and would
Tickets are available only at the prevent him from getting a fair hear- in this article was obtained from in- alleged interference by Curris in a
The play begins with Michael,
night for eight performances.
terviews with several individuals who 1979 campus break-in.
The play will be held in the Old played by Bill Phillips, carrying door but reservations may be made ing.
wish to remain anonymous. Also, the
In August of that year, Kenneth
Freight Depot in the Murray- Agnes, played by I.inda Begley, over by calling the Community Theatre at
A hearing on Curris' suit is schedulCalloway County Park with perfor- the threshold and into the bedroom 759-1752. Admission is $3 for adults, $2 ,ed Monday and the board, in its court article contains observations of its Gordon, Benton was charged with
burglary by Calloway County
mances at 8 p.m. March 26-28 and with the fourposter bed, which is the for students and $1.50 for children action Friday, asked that if the 10 writer.
authorities. Gordon is accused of
under 12 and senior citizens.
April 2-4. Sunday matinees, at 2 p.m., single setting for the comedy.
regents are examined, it be done in
By GENE McCUTCHEON
stealing university property from the
are scheduled for March 29 and April
In the second scene, a year later,
closed session at that time.
Managing Editor
Blackburn Science Building.
5.
Michael must run for the doctor. In
"The charges against Mr. Curris
Throughout the controversy
According to court records, Gordon
"This show fits into our theatre's the third scene, 10 years later,
have not been made public but there's
between the Murray State University failed to appear at the designated
fourth anniversary in a very special Michael is prevented from losing his
a possibility they would surface dur- Board of Regents
and Dr. Constantine time and a $10,000 surety bond posted
way. It's ideal family entertainment head over another woman. The fourth
ing a legal bias hearing," said a W.
Curris charges against him have on Gordon's behalf was forfeited. A
since the theme of the show deals with scene details the couple's shocked
spokesman for Hurt, Haverstock and
remained confidential.
bench warrant was issued in May of
a marriage," Anita Jones, production realization that their son is growing
Jones, the law firm handling the case
However, The Murray Ledger & 1980 but Gordon has yet to be apFRANKFORT, Ky. I APi — A hear- for the regents.
chairman,said.
up. The fifth scene is their daughter's
Times has learned the circumstances prehended or make a court aping has been set for March 31 in
The spokesman, who declined idenFranklin circuit court on a suit by tification, said the regents had left it surrounding at least one of those pearance.
Between the time Gordon was arAgriculture Commissioner Alben to Curris to reveal the accusations charges against the president. It is
Barkley to block a state Personnel "and if he wants to do so at a legal reported to be among the nine charges rested and disappeared, university ofBoard hearing on sexual harassment bias hearing, that would be fine with preferred against Curris to be argued ficials supposedly requested all local
at a March 28 hearing before the
charges against him and two other
See CHARGE,
board.
men.
Page 12, Col.6
In their prepared statement today,
In a 36-page peti
Friday which the attorneys said:
listed a large number
defendants,
''The board of regents has establishBarkley reiterateck a rg lents he has ed and publicized a policy of not
made during the
ths-long con- disclosing the pending charges in
WASHINGTON, D. C. — At the re- said. "Mr. Freeman also explained to
troversy.
order to preserve the confidentiality
quest of U. S. Congressman Carroll me why TVA is having to increase its
He said the defendants don't have of the charges until such time as
Hubbard, Tennessee Valley Authority rates. The end result of the meetng
Mostly cloudy with light
power to investigate or impose sanc- President Curris elects to disclose
One Secdon —12Pages
board chairman S. David Freeman was that he agreed to come and hear
rain developing late in the
tions against him on the complaint fil- them to the public. However, the
Aces
9
has agreed to appear in Mayfield on the complaints first hand, and explain
day. Warmer with highs from
ed by Ann Hester of Frankfort, who no board has never objected to President
Business Page
3
Saturday, April 4, to hear comments the poistion of TVA to the public."
the upper 50s to low 60s.
longer works for Agriculture.
Classifieds
10,
11
Curris
disclosing
the
charges
to
the
from TVA consumers and explain the
Mayfield is Congressman HubOccasional light rain tonight
Barkley said the state Human public.
Comics
10
position of the natioin's largest utility bard's hometown.
continuing into Sunday. Mild
Rights Commission is the proper
Crossword
10
:'President Curris has alleged in the
on increased fees for electrical serThe Congressman noted that the forum for that.
tonight with lows in the mid
Deaths & Funerals
12
news media that the pending charges
vice.
format for the April 4 meeting will in40s. Highs Sunday in the mid
Judge Henry Meigs' hearing date on a, petty, frivolous and nitpicking. As
Dear Abby
2
clude
remarks
TVA
both
by
chairthe
The meeting will be at 11 a.m. at the
50s.
the Barkley suit is two days before the attorneys for the board, we feel that
Dr. Lamb
2
man and Hubbard to be followed by Personnel Board is supposed to have
Graves County Courthouse.
Fins & Feathers
67
Extended Forecast
the charges are serious and signifione hour of comments and questions its hearing.
Horoscopes
A chance of rain or snow
28
Freeman met with Congressman
cant and warrant a complete hearing.
TVA
consumers.
from
The defendants in Barkley's action
LocalScene
Monday through Wednesday.
2
Hubbard for about 45 minutes this
"President Curris has been waging
Freeman has been in Washington include Personnel Commissioner
Opinion Page
Lows in the 30s and highs
4
week.
a campaign against the board through
this week to testify in Senate over- Dick Robinson, the Personnel Board
Sports
56
around 50.
the news media to establish public
"I showed him stacks of letters pro- sight hearings chaired by Majority and department, Justice Secretary
sentiment
for
his
case,"
atthe
board
testing TVA rate increases," Hubbard Leader Howard Baker, R-Tenn.
Neil Welch and his department, Gov. torneys claimed in the statement. "If
John Y. Brown Jr., the two women President Curris truly believed that
who filed complaints and two other the charges are vague, petty, nitpickagriculture officials.
ing and frivolous, why has he disclosThe other men are Douglas Wheeler ed them to the public?" they asked.
of Bedford and Gerald Deatherage of
"The board once again has been
compelled to request that the hearing
The names of 40 jurors were drawn Miles, Charles L. Nanney, Boyd Carellton.
In the petition, Barkley said he is set for Monday be closed to the public
and are to report for jury duty in Norsworthy.
Calloway County District Court at 9
Frank Albert Overbey, William B. naming Deatherage and'Wheeler "for in order to protect the confidentiality
Martha Lyle Pitman of Murray is
a.m. Friday, April 3.
Overbey, Grover Wright Page, Ger- no other purposes than to protect their of the charges," the statement con- among 14 semi-finalists entered in the
interests,
if
any,
in
the
outcome
of
this
The list includes: Bolan M. Conoly, trude Louise'Perry, Joseph Danny
tinued. "This request is necessary so 1981 Miss Murray State University
Jerry Max Ford, Hazel Hood Phillips, Veronica Mary Pierson, Clif- proceeding."
that each member of the board can be Scholarship Pageant, scheduled
Ferguson, Joe Pat Futrell, Jimmy ton Pittman Jr., Isabell Georgia PiazSaturday evening, March 28.
Ray Garland, Larry D. Gelb, Virginiz za, Wayne Thorn, Ray E. Rabatin,
Pitman, a freshman, will be comLou Gish, James W. Hammack, Betty Juanita B. Ratz, Lonnie White
peting in the pageant to begin at 7:30
Jean Hinton, Ann Wrather Hoke, Ken
Rayburn, Hollis S. Roberts and Roy
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. She is the
neth B. Jolly, Dorothy Hagen Jenn- Gilbert Rose
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Pitings, Paul Dee Jones.
man.
Geneva L. Kendall, Hal K. Kingins,
Whoever is named Miss Murray
William Ted Lawson, Guy Casey
State will advance to the Miss KenLuther, Judith Ann Muehleman, Keys
tucky Pageant scheduled in June.
McCuiston, Daniel Randy McDaniel,
Pitman is a 1980 graduate of MurFrank Dwain McIntosh. Johnny D.
ray High School. At Murray State, she
McNutt, Leon P. Miller. Robert
is majoring in computer science.
The 12th annual Western Kentucky
She has received special training in
Arts and Crafts Festival, sponsored
piano, dance and gymnastics. Pitman
by the Murray Art Guild and the Tenwill present a dance and gymnastics
nessee Valley Authority, will be held
routine for the pageant's talent comfrom 9 a.m. to dusk June 20-21 at the
petition.
Environmental Education Center of
Her activities include membership
Martha Pitman
Land Between The Lakes.
in Alpha Gamma Delta and the gymThe event, which attracts thousands
Pageant judges will be Kristi Vetri,
nastics club.
The Murray Water System will conof visitors and hundreds of exhibitors
Pitman was the third runner-up in field director for the Miss Illinois
duct its periodic maintenance ineach year, is free and the public is
Pageant; Dr. Ed Shellhouse. assistant
the 1990 Miss Paducah Pageant.
spections and flushing of fire hydrants
urged to attend.
Sponsored by the Student Activities dean of adminstrati on at the Universibeginning around 9 tonight.
Exhibitors are charged a $10 fee.
Board of the Student Government ty' of Cincinnati and Bill ('urn, exThe flushing will be completed by 3
Persons interested in exhibiting
PLANNING FESTIVAL — Several members of the Murray Art Guild
Association,
the pageant this year will ecutive director of the Miss Kentucky
a.m. Sunday, March 22.
original arts or crafts at the festival
follow the theme of "Can't Stop The pageant.
discussed plans for the 1 2th annual Western Kentucky Arts and CrafIf there is sly water discoloration
should contact the art guild at 753Tickets for the pageant are $3 for
Music."
ts Festival June 20-21. The festival is sponsored by the guild. At the
Sunday, the system suggests that the
4059.
Serving as co-mistresses of adults,$2 for children and $2 for MSU
'meeting were (from left, front row) Del Frazier, Emily Wolfson,
water be flushed thoroughly to clear it
Lyn Crysler is chairman of the
ceremonies will be Susan Perkins, students. Tickets may be purchased
up It is also suggested that the
Patricia Clerk, Lyn Crysler,(back row)Robert Crenshaw, Olin Moore,
festival for the art guild, Simone
Miss America 1978: Kathy Parker. at the Student Government Associawashing of clothes be postponed durSallie Gay, Harry Carhvright, Simone Taylor, Pat Miller and Marie
Taylor is co-chairman and Marcella
Miss Kintueity, 1979; and Elise Neal, tion office in the University Center or
,but these hours.
Rung is publicity chairman.
k Tucker.
Min Tennessee 1979.
at the door the night of the pageant

Theatre To Mark Anniversary
With 'Fourposter'Production

Information Indicates
One Of Nine Remaining
Charges Tied To Break -In

Barkley To Try To
Block Personnel
Board Hearing

TVA Board Chairman
To Appear In Mayfield
At Hubbard's Request
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Jurors To Report For Duty
In Calloway District Court
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Community Happenings

Your Individual
Horoscope

Saturday, Karel 21
Saturday, Mare'21
Chapter M of P E. 0
-History Day" for juin°.
Sisterhood will have a carry- ind senior high school
in luncheon at the home of .ustory students will be from
Mrs. George Hart at noon 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in University
with Mrs. William Major as Center, Murray State. For
prograni leader
information call 762-2231.
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h ON MONDAY, MARCH LI, 1161
What kind of day will tomerins be' To find out what the favored_ Overcome a
stars say, read the forecast relative's skepticism.
LEO
en (or your birth Sign
i July 23 to Aug n 1/244?
Consult with bankers about
Alcoholics Anonymous and
home improvernelits
A
UtlES
Marion will meet at 8 p.m. at
news
relative
for
has
good
EVA
Mai 21 to Apr 191
the west end of the West KenCommon sense aids you in you Keep costs down Be pa- tucky Livestock and Exposibusiness endeavors You ma> tient with duldrett
tion Center.
IRGO
-eiceive faulty advice, but
avoid undue skepticism t Aug. 23 to Sept. 21)
Clear
Up
old
Square and round dancing
Weigh decisions carefully
misunderstandings Share vill be held at 7 30
SAURUS
p.m. at
your
thoughts
with
close
ties.
Apr 20 tu May 20i
he Woodmen of the World
Don't
tomes
be
stingy
when
it
Younger friends are
via-ovulating for a while, but to necessary expenditures
Masons orAFord Lodge
vou may tire of their activities LIBRA
ind ladies of the Eastern
tater Partners are supportive Sept. 23 to Oct Vi
Seek ways to improve in- Star will serve their annual
come. Be less skeptical about
GEMINI
fish fry with homemade pie
the opinions of others Be willMay 21 to June 20)
starting at 5 p.m at the
A career development ing to take a chance. Aurora
Masonic
Hall,
arises that is really to your hk- Capitalize on opportunity
Highway 68.
ing Talks with higher-ups are SCORPIO
Oct 23 to Nov 21)
favored You're able to sell
Romance is possible, but
Registration and the first
y ourself.
you may have some doubts. doss for the spring
CANCER
be less suspicious and more Children's Company classes
June 21 to July 22
Seek ways to cornmercuiltze trusting of others Children of the Community Theatre
,our creativity Talks with need your understanding
.
0
4) will be held at 8:45 a.m. at
agents and publishers are SAGITTARIUS
the Depot in the MurrayNov.22 to Dec. 211 1"
You'll come up with Calloway Park.
valuable insights now. Don't
Bargain Matinees
let another's negativity stifle
Opera Workshop presentaSat. IL Sun. - 2:00
you Private talks with friends tion of "The Mikado" will be
favored.
are
Cheri 8. Cine'
at 8:15 p.m. at the Recital
CAPRICORN
All Seat. $1.50
Hall Annex, Fine Arts
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Business associates provide Center, Murray State
you with new options, but a University. There is no ad7 19 9 10 + 2 00Sat , Sun
higher-up may be difficult to mission charge.
win over. Still, you're on the
right track.
First District of the KenAQUARIUS
tucky
Federation
of
1Jan. ZO to Feb. 18
It's a good time to seek a Women's Club will meet at
raise or to express your ideas the Murray Woman's Club
to those in charge. Take those House with registration at 9
Sun Thru nut's -7 30
Fri &Sat -7 00.10 00
initial steps that mean suc- a.m.,contests at 10 a.m., and
Pl.Sat &Sun -2 00
cess'
'uncheon at 12 noon.
i Aradem, Award Nam,
PISCES
lac Best Pietar S ere
TVA will sponsor a water
1Feb. 19 to Mar 20,
Educational matters are safety demonstration from 8
emphasized Students should a.m. to 12 noon in the Carr
seek financial aid - or meet Health Building swimming
with teachers. Review your pool, Murray State Universitotal financial picture
ty. For information call 76215,9 00 - 2 00 Sat
YOU BORN TODAY are 6285..
LIT TOMLIN
Murray-Calloway County
ambitious and a good
DSSPIES GROCEI
moneymaker. Both artistic Shrine Club will meet at 6:30
THE
and scientific, you're capable p.m. at Joe's Family
INCREDIBLE
SHRINKING
of being an innovator in your Restaurant.
BOMAN
field. Self-sufficient, you
nevertheless need social conFifth annual Horse and
tacts. Often you're attracted
Ends Thurs.
to theater and art. Publishing, Mule Pulling Contest will be
705 1'5 -2 00
S1,01
scientific research, law and at 7 p.m. at the West Kenbrokerage may also appeal to tucky Livestock and Exposiyou. You like big business and tion Center. Admission is $3
feel at home in the world of for
adults and $1.50 for
power. Use your success to
help others rather than to fur- children. For information
TRJBUTE
ther self-interest. You're ver- call Edd M. Maddox, 75313117,7:.̀
..1r"
satile and have the ability to 2886.
commercialize your talents.
Birthdate of Joan Crawford,
film star; Ench Fromm,
psychologist; and Wernher
von Braun,rocket engineer
flow

lak:11

'TESS'

010500

District 17, Unit I.
Licensed Practical Nurses
Association, will meet at 7
p.m in the private dining
room of the Murray Calloway County Hospital
twith John Gregory,
torney , as speaker

Murray State University
Racer track te.am will host a
four-team meet at Stewart Reservations should be
made by today with Fairs
Stadium at 1 p.m.
Alexander for the ladies day
Luncheon on Wednesday at
Sunday, March 22
Senior piano recital by the Murray Country Club
Pamela Kay Dixon, Vienna.
Ill., will be at the Recital Recovery, Inc., will meet
Hall Annex, and senior voice at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
•ecital by Kathie E. Center, North Seventh and
Grisham, mezzo soprano, Olive Streets.
will be at the Farrell Recital
Halle, Fine Arts Centei., Front Porch Swing will
Murray State, both at 3:30 rehearse at 7 p.m. at the
First Christian Church.
p.m.

Tuesday, Mardi /A
Ladies Full Gospel
Fellowship will meet at
Gateway Steakhouise, Dratfenville, at 10 30 a.m with
Ruth Rowland Holland as
speaker.
The Calloway County Orchard and Garden Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center, College
Farm Road
Dr. Roger
?dacha will discuss "From
Seeds to Transplants." All
interested persons are invited.

De iv
6.63
.

Ta

By Abigail Van Buren

Lonely Widow Needs
To Advance, Not Retreat
DEAR ABBY: I have been widowed less than two years.
Many friends and relatives said at the funeral, "Call me if
you need anything." And, "Come and stay with me
sometime." I thought they were so kind. However, as time
?aimed, no one has reached out to me. A few have kept in
touch by phone or mail.
Doctors advise,"Get our more, get involved in activities teep on the go!"
I did and made a few new friends, but those friendships
didn't last. It's not easy to keep on the go. I was formerly a
homebody, and basically still am. But I love people, and
socializing helps me more than counseling or medicine.
The grief and loneliness of being left alone make
hunger for something we can hardly define. And what's left
of our tattered garment of pride, we wrap closer around
ourselves, remain silent and withdraw even more.
Abby, please remind your readers again to reach out to
those of us who live alone — especially the elderly. Too soon
we, too, will be gone, but their neglect only hastens the day.
ALONE AND LONELY

Murray -Calloway
Baseball Association will
meet at 7 p.m. at the
cafeteria of Calloway County
High School. This is an important meeting and all inGrand Prix Pinewood Der- Community Chorus is terested persons are urged
ay Car Race for Boy Scouts scheduled to rehearse at 7:30 to attend.
will be at 2 p.m. at gym of p.m. at the Calloway Public
Southwest School.
Library.
Senior voice recital by
Linn Earl Bearden, tenor,
Murray State University Hazel and Douglas Centers Paducah, will be at 8:15 p.m.
Men's Tennis Team will play will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 in Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
DEAR ALONE: Your letter will surely remind
Arkansas State at 1 p.m. at p.m. for activities by the Arts Center, Murray State many to be more considerate of those neglected folk*
who live alone. But please reconsider the advice of
the University Courts, Mur- Senior Citizens with lunch at University,
iloctors who urge lonely people to "Get out more, get
ray State.
Hazel at 11:45 am, and at
involved,
and keep on the go!"
Douglas at 12 noon.
Ellis Center will be open
It's time to retire that "tattered garment of pride."
Baseball games of Murray
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for ac- You can combat your own loneliness and depression
State University team will Kentucky Region I DECA
tivities by the Murray Senior by reaching out to others (men or women) who are
be with University of Iowa at Conference will be held from
Citizens.
Food also hungry for company. Try it. It really works.
1 p.m. and Rutgers Universi- 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Lovett
demonstration will be at 11
DEAR ABBY: A gay friend of ours has announced his
ty at 3 p.m. at Reagan Field, Auditorium, Murray State
a.m., lunch at 12:15 p.m., intention to marry. In speaking with his intended bride, it
University. For information
Murray.
and blood pressure check at is obvious that she is unaware of her fiance's homocall 762-4185.
12 noon.
sexuality.
Time Apart Day by the
Should my husband or I discuss this with the gay groom?
exhibition
of
arts
An
and
United Methodist Church
Dexter Senior Citizens wil Or do you advise us to inform the unsuspecting bride?
in
Richby
students
crafts
FRIEND OF BOTH
Women of the Paris District
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the DexDEAR FRIEND: A homosexual is not likely to
will be held from 2:30 to mond and Springer Halls ter Center.
Mason
presented
by
will
be
marry. In all probability, your friend is not "gay," he
p.m. at the Hazel Unitec
La bisexual, in which case he is able to function
Art Gallery Exhibits at Hart
Methodist Church.
Hazel and Douglas Centers equally well with
both sexes.
Hall, Murray State Universi- will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Many bisexuals choose to go the heterosexual
Annual spring meeting oi ty, from 1 to 3 p.m. This wili p.m. for activities by the route, so since your friend has obviously
made this
District I of Business and run through March 26.
Senior Citizens with lunch at choke,to discuss it with him would be presumptuous,
Professional Women's Club
Hazel at 11:45 a.m and at and to discus* it with the bride would be meddleaome.
Free Pap Smear Clinic for
Back off.
will be held at Community
Douglas at 12 noon.
held
women
at
1
p.m.
will
be
Center, 15th
Street
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my husband. We have thre.
County
the
Calloway
at
Mayfield,at 1:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS (take off lively, mischievous children, ages 10, 7 and 5, whom my
Health Department. For an
pounds sensibly) Club will husband refuses to discipline. That's my job! The only time
753-3381.
Gospel Sing will be held at appointment call
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health he will do any correcting is if I'm not home. I work 40 hours
a week and I'm tired when I get home. When the kids fight
2 p.m. at The HomeplaceCenter.
Breakfast
Prayer
Youth
among themselves, I yell at them, then my husband gets
1850, Land Between the
7:30
will
a.m.
be
at
held
at
Lakes.
Singles Class of Seventh mad at me for yelling at them.
the Fellowship Hall of the
Now he tells me he can't stand my yelling at the kids all
and Poplar Church of Christ
the time, and if I don't quit it, he is going to move out of the
Baptist
Church.
First
will meet at 7 p.m. at the house.
Monday, March 23
church building.
Creative Arts DepartI love him and want him to be happy, but I'm torn
ment, Murray Woman's Baptist Men of Sinking
between disciplining the kids and trying to keep my
Club, will meet at 9:30 am. Spring Baptist Church will Parents Anonymous will husband home. Please help me.
NERVOUS WRECK
at the club house with Terry meet at 7 p.m. at Joe's Fami- meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforDEAR WRECK: Your method of disciplining the
Burk to present a ly Restaurant with Dan mation call 753-5995 or 435kids isn't working, or you wouldn't be yelling all the
demonstration on "Italian Walker to present the pro- 4385.
time. Try another technique. When they fight,
yarn.
Cooking."
separate them until they get good and lonesome for
Bazaar workshop will be each
other.(Don't worry, they will.) And keep them
at 9:30 a.m. at the Firs. apart until they learn to get along better. Time
is in
United Methodist Church.
your favor. The older they get, the smarter they get.
us

HEALTH

Owww,Si •753 3310

tale Skews Fri, & Saf.
Cheri — 11:30
Cocky Regrew
Mewl Show (R)
Cheri 3 — 11:40
AM* latertnimeirt
18 or over oaks
lets Show Ado. 53.110

ifill7)/.
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PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Lela Craig of Hazel has
been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
VISIT IN FLORIDA
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce
Newsome have returned
home after a visit with their
daughter, Mrs. Victor Purdo, Mr. Purdo, and children
of Hollywood, Fla.

linagml11111
0

Unpleasant illusion of motion
ki
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
lI
DEAR DR LAMB — For
the past three months I've
been bothered with vertigo or
dizziness, always when lying
down and arising, plus other
times during the day I can
cause it by a quick turn of the
head. I have no nausea, headaches or vision problems.
I had a general medical
checkup and I'm fine My doctor sent me to an ear, nose
and throat specialist and he
took a lot of X-rays of my
ears which showed nothing

0

0

ATTENTION FARMERS
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance
is now available from
King-Landolt insurance
•

Before you spend a fortune planning your crops this
year, think about protecting yourself with All-Risk
Federal Crop Insurance.
We have been appointed to sell All-Risk Federal
Crop Insurance for corn, beans and tobacco. Its very
Reasessabk1 Insured are covered under an all risk
basis of hail, wind, draught and all natural disasters.
Find out how the benefits of all-risk insurance can
be tailored to your farming operation. Just call David
King, Gene Landolt, or Adelle Kupchella at 753-8355.
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance. In good years and
bad, it pays off.

Now he wants me to go to the
hospital for a brain scan and
EEG Does this sound serious
to you? No doctor has prescribed any medicine. If it
were serious wouldn't I have a
headache? I don't smoke and
drink very little coffee, tea,
cocoa, alcohol or soda
DEAR READER — If you
are correct in saying you have
vertigo you have an illusion of
motion, either feeling that
things around you are moving
or that you are moving Dizziness, by contrast, can be
caused by an impending faint,
usually from insufficient
blood flow to the brain. That
usually occurs when you are
standing.
There are lots of causes for
vertigo I get a lot of letters
from readers about Meniere's
disease. It really only causes
about 10 or 15 percent of all
the cases of vertigo. You can
have vertigo from an inflammation of the little balance
canals in the ears (labyrinthMs) following an upper respiratory illness Meniere's disease usually affects only one
ear, but, rarely, both can be
involved and it is associated
with a measurable hearing
loss on testing along with
ringing in the ears It occurs
in attacks but does not last for
days as may vertigo from
other causes
The main causes for vertigo
are discussed in The Health
Letter number 9-10, Dizziness
and Vertigo. which I am sending you Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P0 Box
1551, Radio City Station. New
York, NY 10019
Vertigo can be caused by
disorders of the eyes that

We would like to
extend best wishes
to Sharon Walker,
bride-elect of Tripp
Furches. They have
selected decorating
accessories from our
complete decorating
line.
Sharon and Tripp
will bis morriod May
8, 1981

•••••-•

King-Landolt
The Insurance Center
Of Murray
901 Sycamore
1'11v:hese 753-1335
era. or
t

incorrectly perceive your
position. nerve impulses from
your body that provide a sense
of body position, impulses
from the balance canals in
your ears or from a disorder
within the brain where the
imputs from eyes. nerves and
ears are integrated to give
you a sense of balance and
position.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I really sat up in my chair when I
was reading your column that
said many lifesaving medicines can also be harmful.
You wrote that digitalis may
save your life but too mach
can cause serious cardiac
irregularities and other problems Well, I take digitalis totattacks of fast heartbeat Just
how dangerous is it to take
this medicine,
DEAR READER — Don't
be so surprised. Almost all
important medicines can
cause trouble if you take too
much. It is definitely not true
that if a little is good, more is
better Even too much of lifegiving oxygen can kill you.
Too much aspirin can cause
ringing in the ears and other
serious problems
Too much digitalis affects
the electrical action of the
heart muscle fibers, and may
cause serious irregularities It
may also cause nausea, vomiting and yellow vision. Now
don't get excited. It is a very
good medicine, even lifesaving, to many heart
patients
What can patients do about
this general problem about
medicines' Follow their
doctor's directions and if
have any problems, check
with the doctor to see if any
adjustment in medicine is
needed.

frAtlitoct
1914 Coldwater Rd.

CYPRESS SPRING RESTAURANT
Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake

REOPENING
FRIDAY MARCH 20TH
Featuring:
•Broasted Chicken *Seafoods
*Ky. Lake Catfish
*Country Ham
Phone 436-5496
a.

CJ

C

Ci

110 MEET

You Are Cordially Invited To Hear
A Special Series Of

BIBLE LECTURES
By Evangelist
HARRY E. PAYNE,SR.
of Brandon, Florida
Topics for Discussion:
Sun. A.M. "Christians We Are Surrounded, Encumbered, Under Pressure"
Sun. P.M. "The Glorious Church: Its Mission And Purpose"
Mon. P.M. "Brethren, What Makes Us Different?"
Tues. P.M. "Brethren, Let's Not Remove 'the Ancient
landmarks"
Wed. P.M. "Brethren, Do We Despise the Church of
God?"
Thurs. P.M. "Is the Lord's Church 'Liberal' or 'Conservative?"
Fri. P.M."The Glory of the Lord's Church"
MARCH 22-27
Sunday at 10:50 and 6:00 P.M.
s Weeknights at 7:30 P.M.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Doran Rood and Holiday Drive

753-7791
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Murray Business News Mies
Tax Credits An Advantage To Small Businesses
third In a series
ed for manufacturing, proof flye articles
duction, transportation or
If you own a small communications, for exambusiness, you can reduce
ple, or for gas, water, or
your federal income taxes by sewage disposal services.
taking advantage of tax
Elevators and escalators
credits, according to the
usually qualify for credit,
Kentucky Society of CPAs. A too.
credit is a dollar-for-dollar
Although a building does
reduction of your tax bill, not qualify for the ',westrather than a reduction of ment credit unless it is ceryour taxable income.
tified as historic, part of its
You may claim a 10 per- structure can qualify for this
cent investment tax credit, a tax credit if it is part of the
10 percent energy credit and machinery or equipment
the targeted jobs tax credit, with which it functions. A
which you can qualify for by specially-designed concrete
hiring people from disadvan- mat serving as a base for
taged groups. You may be large stamping presses may
able to combine credits for also function as a floor, but
an even greater tax break. its major use classifies it as
For instance, if you invest in an integral part of the
energy-saving property, you machinery. In this case,
may qualify for both an in- CPAs say, the concrete mat
vestment credit and an qualifies for the investment
energy credit.
credit.
Let's start with the investClaim investment tax
ment credit. Machinery is credit if you rehabilitate a
the major type of business building that is at least 20
property which qualifies for years old and a similar
this credit, but you may also credit has not been claimed
take an investment credit for for 20 years. Factories,
oil and gas storage tanks. warehouses and retail and
Claim the investment tax wholesale stores are eligible.
credit if your property is us- An apartment building
•

Charles Hornbuckle
Sager Plant Manager
Hornbuckle
Charles
assumed the duties of plant
manager of Sager Glove
Corp.,700 N. 4th St., Jan. 26.
A native of Greenfield,
Tenn., Hornbuckle is in complete charge of operations,
including scheduling, production and administration.
Hornbuckle, an engineering graduate from Memphis
State University, has been in
the garment business for 31
years.
Previously employed in
Russell Springs, Hornbuckle
and his wife Frances have
one son Chuck, a senior at
the University of Tennessee
at Martin.
Although glove is in the
name,65 percent of the total
products that the Sager company manufactures are wide
varieties and styles of protective clothing for industrial use.
items
the
Among
manufactured are industrial
gloves, illuminized jackets,
fire resistant jeans, welding
jackets and aprons. Sager
ships its products direct to
to
and
companies

generally won't qualify,.
unless it is converted to office space.
If you make structural improvements to such a
building, which will last five
years or more, you may
claim an investment tax
credit. This includes the
removal and replacement of
interior walls, plumbing,
electrical
wiring, and
heating and air conditioning
systems, which don't qualify
when installed in a newer
building. When renovating
the building, be sure you retain at least three-fourths of
the original exterior walls.
CPAs suggest that you keep
all detailed renovation
plans, such as architects'
drawings, so you can show
exactly what work was done.
Remember,there is a ceiling on investment tax
credits. On your 1980 federal
income tax return, you can
claim up to the first $25,000
of your bill plus 70 percent of
the liability over that
amount. For example, if
your tax liability is $100,000,
you are limited to an investment credit of $77,500
($25,000 plus $52,500 which is
70 percent of the difference
between $100,000 and
$25,000). Should your total in-

vestment taa credit be
$85,000 — or more than your
credit limit — the remaining
$7,500 may be deducted from
past or future tax bills. This
is known as -carryback" or
"carryover."
Now on to the energy tax
credits. If you bought alternative energy manufacturing equipment that does not
use oil or gas, or if you install
pollution control equipment
required by certain federal,
state or local regulations,
you may qualify for the 10
percent energy credit. Certain specially designed
energy property such as
regenerators, heat exchangers and automatic
energy control systems also
qualify and so does recycling
equipment. Reduce the
energy credit to five percent

Profit Sharing Involves
652 At Fisher Price

Small Business
Assistance
Available

Over 652 employees at the
Murray Fisher Price plant
participated in the company's
sharing
profit
distribution program.
Total distribution in Murray was approximately
$700,000. Nationally, a
record $10.4 million in profit
sharing was given to over
4,600 company employees.
The
distribution
represents the second payment to the employees based
on profits in the 1980 year.
The first installment was
paid in December.
The total profit sharing
rose by $300,000 over last
year and amounts to 17.4
percent of each employee's
eligible wages. Last year
when the company enjoyed
an extraordinary increase in
sales and profits, profit sharing reached 20 percent of
eligible wages — the maximum allowed.
In 1980, Fisher Price sales
on a world-wide basis im-

The Sm#11 Business Administration's
SBA
business loans and
counseling services have
helped thousands of small
• firms originate, expand and
prosper.
Prospective new business
owners, as well as persons
already in business, will
have the opportunity to find
out about assistance
available from SBA on the
first Thursday of each month
Charles Hornbuckle
in Paducah.
A representative from the
wholesalers.
Already-treated materials Service Corps of Retired Exare purchased, cut out from ecutives (SCORE) will be at
patterns and taken to be this agency's part-time ofsewn
by individual fice at City Hall, Comrnissioner's Chambers (second
seamstress.
All asbestos materials are floor), Paducah,from 9 a.m.
use in a special room in the to noon,Thursday, April 2.
plant, equipped with air Services provided by SBA
recirculating systems so not in addition to business loans
to cause health problems. include management
Freddie Mlgood has been
Breathing tests also are re- counseling and training proquired for employees work- grams to upgrade manage- appointed as district
ment skills. Persons in- representative for Modern
ing with asbestos.
The plant, in Murray for 15 terested in establishing a Woodmen of America,
years, employs 120 workers. new business, as well as Fraternal Life Insurance,
owners
of
existing Rock Island, Ill., according
businesses, are welcome to to Jimmy L. England, FIC,
kir***************************
consult with the SBA state agency manager at
representative regarding Calvert City.
For
all
your
Travel
Reservations
Call
I
Allgood has completed the
financial assistance or other
problems basic fraternal insurance
management
relating to the operation of a course and initial training.
During his first month,
small business.
Current financial records Allgood led the agency in
of the business and personal production.
Holder of a B.S. and M.A.
financial statements will
assist the SBA represen- from Murray State Universirepresenting
ty, Allgood is married to the
tative in advising you.
* American and International Traveltime
Additional information former Peggy Henderson.
may be obtained by calling She is employed by Brandon
:****************************
Bros. Used Cars. They have
(502) 444-8500.
one son Set„D Thomas

I-,
f

proved from $339 million to
$379 million, an increase of
12 percent. In the preceeding
year, Fisher Price sales increased by 27 percent, from
$267 million to $339 million.
"Recognizing the overall
economic climate in 1980,
Fisher Price's performance
for the year was rewarding," Franklyn S. Barry
Jr., president, said. "Our
sales increase substantially
outpaced the overall toy industry and our profit sharings with employees, while
below last year's peak
percentage, surpassed our
historical average."
A tradition since 1936, the
first year the company made
a profit, the Fisher Price
profit sharing plan allows
employees to invest their
money in a deferred fund
and (on to receive it in cash.
The plan also sets aside a
portion of profit sharing for a
pension plan.

Freddie Allgood Named
District Representative

Fish n'Fries

.2fish filets
*2 hush puppies
*crisp french fries

Captain D's.
seafood & hamburgers
mince you Ma IV

based on DO percent of wages
in the first year and 25 percent in the second year up to
This credit is
$6,000
available to you if you hire a
handicapped person, for instance In any one year, this
credit is limited to 90 percent
of your tax bill after all other
credits have been applied.
Like the investment tax
credit, the unused portion of
the targeted jobs tax credit
may be applied to past or
future tax bills
Here's art example of how
tax credits could cut a
$15,000 tax bill by almost
two-thirds. Let's say you
own a small printing
business and last year you

spent $48,000 for cuiliputecued typesetting equipment
and a solar heating system
This new business property
has a life expectancy of at
least seven years so it
qualifies for a full 10 percent
investment credit — $4,800
You also claim a 15 percent
energy credit for the solar
heating system. Your credit
would be $450 (15 percent of
$3,000). Because you added
two printers to your staff,
one being disabled and the
other a Vietnam veteran,
you can claim a targeted
jobs credit of $5,000. So, your
tax credits total $10,250,
which is subtracted from
your tax bill of $15,000. You
pay $4,750 in taxes this year.

Child Care Work Benefit
employees' use, or make a tions as how much it will cost
donation to a center most to upgrade a building to
likely to be used by meet fire safety codes and
employees, Mrs. Murrell health regulations, how
said.
many parents will utilize the
Her private, non-profit center and how much
agency offers a variety of parents should be charged.
services for employers and
Planning also must center
others wanting to set up their around state Department
for
own facility. One such ser- Human Resources
regulavice is a toy lending library tions.
designed to reduce initial
Carolyn Rosenkrans, a
start-up costs. Louisville- state day-care specialist,
based 4-C also runs a said her staff requires
dayresource development care centers to pass
incenter for potential day-care spections and to have
certain
providers, emphasizing such staff-to-child ratios.
Addithings as staff training, and tionally, day-care facilities
keeps a list of day-care must be properly zoned.
workers seeking employ"We're very much aware
ment.
4-C administers the there's a need for quality
child
care,''
Mrs.
federal regulatory paperwork for centers using the Rosenkrans said. "It's a
expense-lowering govern- people-oriented business
ment food subsidy program and, though we deal wills
and operates a food buying concrete regulations, a great
deal depends upon how well
co-op for providers.
they are implemented." Het,
But Mrs. Murrell stressed
that employers thinking department issues a hand:
about adding child care to book on how to set up a facili:
their fringe benefits pro- ty.
gram should do a lot of
More and more informa:'
homework before commit- lion is becoming available
ting themselves to a plan of Kentucky employers 60:;Willard Ails, pharmacist action. She said they
should workplace child-care op::
at Revco Drug in Murray, seek answers to such quesbons.
was a weekend participant
in a drug education seminar
in Memphis,Tenn.
Conducted to aid pharmacists in continuing their
education, the seminar was
sponsored by the University
of Tennessee College of
Pharmacy and the University of Mississippi College of
Pharmacy and was supported by a grant from
HAS BEEN APPOINTED
Schering Drug Corp.
The participants were
YOUR LOCAL AGENT FOR
made aware of how the consumer views the pharmacist
as a health counselor.
Through the programs and
discussions, the participants
were assisted to become
more able to provide consultation to the consumer in
the areas of skin disorders,
cough and cold remedies,
contraception and G.I.
disorders.
(Old National Hotel Bldg.)
In general, the program
provided a means for the
pharmacist to better serve
his role as an over-thecounter advisor.
Ails and Charles Adams
are the registered pharmacists at Revco Drug in
lab/
Murray,
Job-linked child care may
be one of the innumerable
employee benefits offered by
Kentucky employers of the
future. A scant few already
are doing so, primarily to attract women employees.
But expanding the scope of
worker inducement programs to include day-care
services requires substantial
planning and offers no
guarantee of success.
"Employers can offer a
flexible fringe benefits program from which day care
and other items could be
chosen over other items,"
according to Pat Murrell, executive director of Kentucky's Community Coordinated Child Care (4-C).
Some businesses establish
their own centers on the
workplace premises. Or they
may opt to purchase a
number of slots in a
neighborhood center for

Willard Ails
Attends Drug
Education Seminar

DAN
McNUTT

Come by to see us

Freddie Allgood
Allgood.
Allgoods attend
The
Memorial Baptist Church.

Tower Construction
Request Is Approved
An application for four AM
broadcast directional antenna towers by the Jackson
Purchase Broadcasting Co.,
Murray, which owns WSJP
Radio, was among several
approved by the Kentucky
Airport Zoning Commission.
The commission approved
the application which may
be a hazard to air navigation, according to state information reports.
The tower request was
made as part of the Murray
station's recent application
for night air time, according
to station manager Sam
Parker. The station current-

expected to last five or six
years, then two-thirds of
your investment qualifies.
You claim 10 percent of
$10,000 for a $1,000 credit. If
the equipment will last only
three or four years, then onethird of your $15,000, or
$5,000, is considered to be a
qualified investment. Your
credit would be $500. Property must have a useful life of
at least three years to
qualify for either the investment or the energy credit.
Here's how the targeted
jobs tax credit works. You
can claim a maximum credit
of $3,000 per employee for
the first year of employment
and $1,500 each in the second
year. These amounts are

MFA INSURANCE COMPANIES

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

Offer Good Mon-Fri.

i
t

if you filmed the energy
property with tax-exempt industnal development bonds.
Take a 15 percent credit if
the property uses solar or
wind energy to generate
heat, cooling, electricity or
hot water. Should this credit
erale your tax liability or exceed your tax debt, the excess will be refunded to you.
The amount of the
qualified investment on
which both the energy and
investment tax credits are
taken depends upon the
useful life of the business
property, CPAs say. For example, if you buy $15,000
worth of computer equipment you can claim an investment credit of $1,500 only if the. equipment is expected to last for seven years
or more. If the equipment is

We've Got the Shield for You
WA
522 W. Main
INSURANCE
SHIELD
OF
SHE

753-0445

Glenda Anderson
Secretary

ly broadcasts from 6 a.m. to
6 p.m.
If the night time application is approved by the
Federal Communications
Commission, the towers will
be built 6.5 miles southeast
of the Murray-Calloway
County Airport.
Parker speculated that the
FCC will rule on the request
sometime in the next six
months.
The two end towers will be
painted and limited with red
lights. The middle towers
will be marked with red
lights only.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
licensed For
(
-mown 101 & Re-orient 14
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Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
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Charles Hornbuckle
Freddie Algood
Fisher Price
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Call 436-2372
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Today In History

inion Page
Echoes From The Past By Judy Maup

Lost Souls
-

As I have gone through various Herman Moore, 1895-1934. Maude
death records and other material, in Marion Oliver. 1895-1934, Mrs. R. L.
an effort to identify the many un- McAturty, 1073-1934. Annie Williams
marked graves in Calloway County, I Hendnckson, 1891-192$
have come up with quite a list of peoZachanah Minton, 1855-1912.
ple who still remain unplaced. It is Margie Lee Fay, 1928-1929. Benjamin
fairly certain that they are buried in Ewell Keys, 1866-1915. Margaret
this county, but it is less certain exact- Caroline Robertson, 1834-1913. Walter
ly where. I am hoping that readers Blackwood, 1864-1919. Bertha Stamps,
eoll help me place these persons 1892-1912. Martha Ann Betts Doherty,
where they belong.
1871-1929. A.F. McLain, 1868-1928.
If you know where any of these peo- Lucy Jane Mills, 1857-1928 J.M. Simple are buried please contact me as mons, 1837-1928.
soon as possible, since the cemetery
Fannie D. Routon, 1850-1930. James
records are just about finished-final- L. Singleton, 1846-1934. James F.
ly'
Humphreys, 1863-1925. Mary Lee McJoe B. Ezell, 1832-1922, Henry Cord, 1869-1921. William Isaac
Balsbaugh, 1856-1924. James Carson Anders, 1904-1914. Elna Edna BumSpann, 1866-1914, A.B. Crawford, 1861- pas, 1878-1918. Mattie Tinsley, 18711923. Edwin Ballance, 1831-1923. 1919. J.W. Swan, 1850-1920. Betty B.
Presley Marion Edwards, 1832-1918. Martin, 1867-1920. Grover C. Wheeler,
Isiah Bowden, 1845-1916. Samuel 1887-1933. Fred Williams, 1901-1920.
Chambers, 1912-1916. Jessie Brown James A. Grubbs, 1835-1923,
Cullom, 1893-1914. Joel Harrison
Harriet Overby Cope, 1854-1926.
Fields, 1839-1912, Roe Reed, 1899-1920. Perry Douglas Williams, 1865-1939.
I,ottie Sheridan, 1898-1920. J.P. Stone, Robert H. Salmon, 1838-1927. Amanda
1843-1920. Ella Love Burcham, 1902- McCarty Byrd, 1864-1928. Milner
1972. Sahna Vasseur, 1830-1912.
Byrd, 1886-1928. Isom England, 1836Lorna Marinda Grubbs or Hubbs, 1916. Frank Hayes, 1883-1919. Rufus
1884-1923. Grover C. Wheeler, 1897- W.Cope, 1869-1919. John Oron Henson,
1920. Anna L. York, 1876-1917. Herbert 1904-1926. Lula Hargis, 1878-1920.
Stokes, 1883-1917. Martha Stokes, 1851Cora A. Holcomb, 1874-1916. Isham
1917. Lula Hargis, 1878-1914, William D. Puckett, 1864-1912. Alice Rushing,
Huie, 1872-1920. Ira C. Ross, 1883-1916. 1847-1922, Autry McClain, 1847-1922.
Wesley Jetton, 183-1913.
Betty B. Marine, 1867-1920.
John William Jackson, 1875-1913.
Mr. Rollie Kelley and I went hunShanon McDaniel, 1897-1919. Ray- ting for two old cemetenes last Saturmond Finnie, 1884-1914. Almannda day morning, and found both, but also
Fields, 1837-1914. Ethel Hendley, 1901- found that they no longer exist for all
1914. Baz Steely, 1843-1911. Martha practical purposes. Although there
Ann Pitt, 1865-1912. William Joseph had been tombstones there at one
Byrne, 1898-1928. Pearl Jordan, 1887- time, they are now gone. I was able,
1930. Ida Simpson Malcom, 1872-1930. by talking to Curt Willoughby, to find
James Thomas Gupton, 1849-1918. out something about the Turner
Martha Jane Howard, 1824-1918.
Cemetery, but still have not been able
Dorothy Lee Turner, 1913-1934. Mat- .to learn exactly who was buried in the
ter Houser Finney, 1894-1934. Daniel other. It was called the Parker
H. Duncan, 1871-1934. William Taylor, Cemetery, and is in the river bottom
1855-1933. Mrs. Charles C. Bell, 1861- area just off the Old Salem Road. If
1930. Richard Brown, died March 13, anyone can tell me something about
1930. Otis Vernon Brooks, 1887-1930, who was buried there, I will include
Isaac E. Lassiter, 1865-1934. George that information.
ny JOHN CUNNIFF

Business Mirror

American Business In
Weakened Position
NEW YORK I AP)- Eugene Jennings was lamenting the weakened
world position of American business.
"Competitors in the international
marketplace are beating us at our
own game," the professor said.
The game and techniques for playing were established by U.S. firms
years ago, he said. But as competitors
'7:learned, Americans forgot.
He forecast that "President
Reagan's attempt to turn America
around by investment incentives will
surely fail if corporate chiefs don't
return to wise management.America, he contends, "suffers more
from a shortfall of wisdom than a
shortfall of capital." The bitter pill, he
said, "is that today's mistakes were
yesterday's lessons."
I. Know your business. ."It isn't
determined by products or profits,"
he said, citing an observation by Harvard's Theodore Levitt that drill
makers sell holes, not drills, and
another by the inventor of the reaper,
Cyrus McCormick, to his product was
economics, not reapers.
By this reasoning, he said, you can
see that General Motors and AT&T
are itr/BP'same business, that of bringing people together. Their goals,
he pointed out, are the same, though
the instruments differ.
2. Technology and marketing must
be married. -America was seldom
first in technology, but we were first
to marry it to markets in a timely,
. orderly fashion," he said. "Our asset
. was responsiveness._ 3. Other companies cannot be
bought blindly. -To acquire the other
guy's products you should know either
• the technology or the market. Without
either you don't know what you're
buying." The message is proved daily.
• as companies divest holdings acquired a few years earlier.
4. Quality begets customer loyalty.
-We invented the principle," with
.Model T Fords and other products,

Bible Thought
Thou wilt keep him in perfect
peace, whose mind is stayed on
thee: because he trusteth in
thee. Isaiah 28:1.
The poise of truly great souls
-is based on a steadfast trusth in
God. For the kingdom and the
power and the glory are God's
forever and ever. Amen,

7. t
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said a chagrined Jennings. "We
shouldn't have to have Sony reteach it
to us." They know, he said, what
Henry Ford learned: Quantity doesn't
offset poor quality, because people
buy products one at a time.
5. Strategy precedes structure. "We
knew that once a business organization was functioning the management
style had to defer to it."
The best corporations, including
General Motors and IBM,he said in illustration, don't reorganize every
time a new chief rises to the top. Less
successful, more erratic ones, he
pointed out, often do,
6. People are a company's most important asset. We knew that too, he
said."But then companies abandoned
their employees."
One of the oldest maxims in
American management, he said, is
that you cannot hire a pair of hand.
"Andrew Carnegie observed that a
man also has a mind and a heart, and
that he thinks and feels. But management abandoned the mind and heart,
and the unions eagerly sought them."
7. A business needs a sense of purpose. The greats of American industry knew it. "A company is too
abstract to give loyalty to," the professor asserted. "We must turn an
organization to a purpose. It must
have meaning and justification. This
is the art of leadership."
And so, said .lennings, author of
many books on corporate life, these
seven bits of wisdom have become the
seven deadly mistakes.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Kevin Lovett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Lovett, sixth grade student at
Kirksey School, won the Calloway
County Spelling Bee held yesterday at
the Calloway County Court House.
Donna Tabers, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joshua Tabers, was seventh
grade winner, and Amy Blain,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eddy Blain,
was eighth grade winner. They are

both students at Kirksey School.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Dora
Hollowell Cherry, 63, William Manuel
Hall, infant son, Mrs. Rilla Key,85, W.
D. Dick ) Allbritten, and Mrs.
Florence Lee Askew,89,
Army Specialist Four Ronald L.
Webb, son of Mr. and Mrs. Troy U.
Webb, Kirksey Route 1, is serving
with the Third Infantry Division at

20 Years Ago
Special guest speakers at the Chris- Kappa to be initiated into the Tentian Business Men's Conmittee Din- nessee Alpha Chapter of the national
ner to be held March 23 at the Murray scholastic honorary fraternity at
Woman's Club House will be Vernon Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Patterson and Henderson Belk of Tenn., on April 4.
Charlotte, N. C.
Mrs. William Nall spoke on "Home
Deaths reported include Othel T. Shelters" at the meeting of the MurTucker, 74, Bill Fosberg, and Mrs. ray Businss and Professional
Cora C. Langston,89,
Women's Club held at the Kentucky
Edward Craig Morris, Murray, is Colonel.
among 39 new members of Phi Beta
-Original Hats From Household

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, March 21, the
110th day at 1161. There are 21/5 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history
On March 21, 1979, the Israeli
cabinet approved the peace treaty
with Egypt, clearing the way for a
signing ceremony in Washington.
On this date:
In 1629, an earthquake in Spain killed 6,000 people
In 1953, the Sudan achieved selfgovernment.
In 1975, Ethiopia's military government abolished the royal position of
Emperor.
In 1977, India's Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi, resigned after losing her
seat in parliamentary elections.
Ten years ago: 2,000 South Vietnamese troops which had moved into
Laos retreated back across the
border.
Five years ago: Moslem rebels in
Beirut captured the 25-story Holiday
Inn Hotel, achieving a key victory in
the Lebanese civil war.
One year ago: President Jimmy
Carter asked 100 American athletes
summoned to the White House to support his call for a boycott of the summer Olympics in Moscow.
Today's birthday: John D.
Rockefeller III is 75 years old.
Thoguht For Today: Opposition
always enflames the enthusiast,
never converts him - Johann
Friedrich Schiller, German Writer
(1759-1805),

Aschaffenburg, Germany.
Winners of the Essay Contest by the
Murray Civitan Club were Timothy
Fannin, first, Janie Hughes, second,
and Linda Arnold, third, all students
at Calloway County High School.
By Ken Wolf
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
Those Hebrews had a way with
and Mrs. Ray Rushing on March 18, words; if the Hebrew
Bible (Old
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Testament) isn't proof enough,
Murdock on March 18.
ponder these lines from an old
Hebrew prayer:
From the cowardice that
shrinks from new troth, From
the laziness that is content
Items" was the program directed by
with half-truths, From the arMrs. R. H. Robbins at the meeting o.
rogance that thinks it knows
the Home Department of the Murray
all truth, Oh, God of Truth,
Woman's Club. Winners for hats,
deliver us.
judged by Mrs. Bertha Jones, were
Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale and Mrs. Nix
Crawford.

Thoughts In Season

GIRAFFIIIT
.„

3'1

"Grass Is Greener" starring Cary
Grant and Jean Simmons is showing
at the Varsity Theatre.
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30 Years Ago
The last sale of the season of dark
fired tobacco will be held on the Murray Market on March 23, according to
officials of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association.
Deaths reported include John
Frances Wehling, 142, and James
Monroe Peeler.
A fat hog show and sale for 4-H and

40 Years Ago
Murray Mayor George Hart has officially proclaimed Fourth Monday as
"Mule Day" and the court square will
be roped off to provide plently of room
for the swapping rings and the crowds
that will gather. Over $150 in prizes
will be given in various entries in contests being sponsored by Murray merchants and businesses.
Deaths reported this week include
Wanda Fuzzell, 15, William Delmus
Morris, 32, George R. Savells, 83, and
W. A.(Uncle Will) Paschal1,87.
Thousands of men and youth crowded postoffices in West Kentucky and
Tennessee last Saturday in an effort
to gain application blanks for the TVA
Reservoir Clearance Project starting
April 11.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Woman's Club were Mrs. A. F. Doran,
Mrs. Hall Hood, Mrs. F. E. Crawford,
Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft, Mrs. H. C. Corn,
and Mrs. Marvin Wrather.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr.and Mrs. S. C. Colson, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Jackson, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Rowland.

50 Years Ago
Calloway County Agent C. 0.
Dickey received a letter this week
from the County Agent of Monroe
County, New York, stating that the
farmers of that county were sending a
car of food stuff to M. D. Holton,
chairman of the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Cross,
for distribution among the drouth sufferers of Calloway County.
Deaths reported this week include
Reed B. Fitts, 67, Oatman B. Farley,
45, Mrs. Edna Grogan, Mrs. Mary
Jane Thurman, 74, John Hendricks,
54, Opal Mae Raspberry, Mrs. 011ie
Smith,78, and Eley Darnell.
The March 1931 directory of
Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company lists 627
telephones as compared to 545 one
year ago. This does not include those
of the three private exchanges - Murray State Teachers College, the National Hotel, and the Mason Memorial
Hospital.
More than 300 delegates from the
Woodmen of the World camps of Kentucky and visitors attended the state
convention here March 16 and 17 at
Murray State College auditorium.
They were welcomed to Murray at the
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FFA members will be held at the Murray Livestock Company on March 26
and 27, according to John Harrison,
assistant county agent.

Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Zelner Fedden on March 14,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Simmons
on March 15, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Tom Haltom on March 15.
The fourth in a series of Tractor
"Mule Day is corning up Monday.
Maintenance and Operational Schools There will
be lots of swapping and
will be held March 24 at the McKee] trading," from the column, "Seen &
Equipment Company.
Heard Around Murray" by James C
Williams.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Mrs. Mike" starring Dick Powell
In the Interscholastic events held at and Evelyn Keyes,
Hazel High School on March 18, Almo
placed high in music events and Hazel
in public speaking.
A class in administration of first
aid, under the sponsorship of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, was opened
March 10 at the Carr Health Building,
Murray State, with 25 persons enrolled. E. D.Sharp is the instructor.
The Rev. A. E. Lassiter is pastor of
Last fall, a crew from the city
the Memorial Baptist Church.
sanitation department about to dump
All-American Bob Salmons, Beloit, a load of garbage at the city landfill
Wisc., and Durward Red) Culp, heard a strange noise coming from
Sharpe, have been chosen co-captains their truck.
of the Murray State College BasketAt first, it sounded like a baby cryball Team for the 1941-41 season, ac- ing, and then like an animal. Unsure
cording to Coach Carlisle Cutchin,
of what might be making the sound,
Hardin High School's Blue Eagles, the men decided not to dump the enundefeated in 31 games this year, will tire load by means of the hydraulic
make their first trip to the state high lift. Instead, they very carefully and
school basketball tournament this slowly unloaddd the truck, bag by
week playing Hartford in the first bag, sorting through the refuse they
game.
had picked up from dozens of homes
Love's Studio has a special -three in Murray.
photos for 10 cents, two days only,
The source of the strange noise was
Saturday and Fourth Monday.
elusive, and it was not until only a half
dozen or so bags remained near the
front of the truck that they found the
bag from which it was corning.
They warily opened the plastic bag,
opening session by Murray Mayor Ed
which now could be seen moving
Bids will be received by the State restlessly, and discovered three badly
Highway Commission by April 15 for a frightened puppies - live puppies
bridge over the east fork of Clarks placed in a bag and left in a trash can
River and approaches approximately to be taken to the city dump where
two miles south of Murray on the they would slowly die of thirst and
starvation beneath a mountain of garMurray-Hazel Road.
Elected as officers of the Murray bage.
The crew notified the Humane
Woman's Club were Mrs. W. H.
Mason, Mrs. R. A. Johnston, Mrs. F. Society of their find, and soon the pupE. Crawford, Mrs. H. I. Sledd, Mrs. pies had been delivered to the Animal
Wells Purdom, and Mrs. Myrtle J. Shelter. Once they had a meal in their
stomachs and had been petted and
Wall.
Births reported this week include a reassured by the attendants there,
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Fitts, a they developed into cute, frisky, and
boy to Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr., loving animals, in a few days, Wispy
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunn- ( photo above)and his two litter mates
ingham, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. were adopted into good homes, and
entered into lifelong contracts with
Jack Edwards,
The Editor and Publisher, leading their compassionate new owners.
We are grateful to the men of the
trade publication of the newspaper
world, classes The Ledger & Times as sanitation crew who took the time to
one of the 500 best weekly newspapers find the puppies and see that they
In the United States out of more than were provided for. We can only
wonder at the owner of the pups, who
10,000 newspapers.
More than 2,000 basketball fans of had no more regard for them than to
Western Kentucky paid admission to seal them in a garbage bag and conign
the Murray State College auditorium them to the fate of rotten lettuce, worn
to see the First Regional High School out shoes, and yesterday's comic section_
Basketball Tournament_

Humanely Speaking

'Just Garbage'

WISPY
The Animal Shelter, located at 105
E.Sycamore Extended, has a number
of very desirable puppies and dogs,
and a few kittens. If you are interested in adopted a pet, call 759-4141
or visit the shelter.
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Now He Knows He Can Win A Major Tournament

Purcell's Win Gives Fans Cause For Celebration
(Editor's Note: This column was
written by Randy Beard of the St.
Petersburg Independent and first appeared in its March 16 edition.)
OLDSMAR, Fla. — Mel Purcell was
happy. You could tell by his country
mile-wide smile. And the fact that he
didn't need a stepladder to "high
five" four friends in the stands who
had driven down from Murray, Ky.
with hopes of watching their tennis
pro buddy win his first tournament.
Purcell didn't disappoint them. He
beat Jeff Borowiak in a three-set, twohour thriller, 4-6, 6-4, 6-3, Sunday
afternoon at East Lake Woodlands to
claim the $15,000 first prize check in
the $75,000 Robinson's Men's Open —
a second-year Volvo Grand Prix
event, the future of which is about as
up in the air and desperate as one of
Borowiak's defensive lobs.
Purcell doesn't know anything
about being desperate or defensive.
He's an all-out attacker whose computer ranking has risen faster than
the price of peanut butter recently.
Only a year ago, as a University of
Tennessee sophomore All-American,
Purcell lost in the first round of the
NCAA singles tournament. And while
he did win the college doubles crown
with Rodney Harmon, whom he beat
here Wednesday, no one really expected him to turn pro after such a
disappointing showing one-on-one
with the nation's best college players.
But turn pro is what Purcell did last
July 18, his birthday, ad he didn't
waste much time making an impression. He started the year at No. 400,
but a runnerup finish at Indianapolis
and his share of match victories in
other tournaments helped him rise to
No. 29 by year's end. By no surprise,
he was named Rookie of the Year.
Purcell's infectious enthusiasm also
has made him a crowd favorite during

his short time on the men's tour.
Although he's a go-for-broke player
who patterns himself after Jimmy
Connors, he's not as brash. That
doesn't mean he didn't have any
disputes this week with the judges and
linesmen. But he also hugged one
lineswoman after a favorable call.
And while his ranking has dropped
slightly since the end of last year — he
entered Robinson's No. 32 in the world
— that should change for the better
now. Even Purcell, a 5-10. 160-pound
hard-hitting righthander, said he will
mark Sunday down as the day his
career reached new heights.
"It feels good," he said, beaming.
"I think it's going to be a few days
before it really sinks in, though."
If he wants it, he's got two weeks.
Purcell is not scheduled to play again
until March 30 in the $50,000 Friendship Tournament in San Jose, Costa
Rica. He said he'd probably ''mess
around" in Murray for a week, then
head to Fort Lauderdale "to train"
prior to leaving for Costa Rica.
First on his agenda Sunday night,
however, was to train for future tournament victories by downing a bottle
or two of bubbly and listening to the
victory toasts of his buddies, who proved their friendship on the highway by
making the 800-mile, 15-hour trip.
"We'll definitely open the champagne," Purcell said. "If I had lost,
we probably still would have partied.
But now we have a reason to
celebrate."
Lower the net a few inches, though,
and Purcell's spirits would have been
as low as his sneakers. As it was,
Borowiak came close enough to being
a party-pooper. On the comeback trail
at 31, he won the first set and broke
Purcell's service in the first game of
the second set en route to taking a 6-4,
2-0 lead.

Borowiak's game then fell apart,
though, and he never really
recovered. One who prides himself on
supreme concentration and a strong
serve and volley game, and serving
with a 2-1 and 40-15 lead in the second
set, he hit three consecutive balls into

the net and another long to give
Purcell his first service break.
Purcell went on to break Borowiak on
his last two serves of the set, getting
the crucial points in the final game on
a double fault and a wide crosscourt
shot.

Purcell also broke through Players. It's a bad movie But that's
Borowiak's blistering serve once what Pancho Gonzales told Dino
Martin what's his name •'
more in the third set to take a 5-3 lead.
Simmons, meanwhile, can expect to
He then served out the match as
hear the blow-by-blow description of
Borowiak hit the final point long.
-I missed three or four forehand Sunday's match as soon as Purcell
volleys and I haven't missed those all gets back to Murray_ -Ever since I
week," said Borowiak. "It's a matter was 12, I think I've lost in about 25
of inches and split seconds. I think finals. He Simmons is always sayearly on I had the advantage. But ing, 'Hey, you. Mr Second Place.'
later I was hitting just outside the Now I can throw this in his face and he
won't be able to says thing."
line. I just wasn't volleying well.
It was at his dad's basketball prac"The whole idea is to sting a guy on
Purcell first
the serve and then sting him again on tices as a youngster that
the volley. Then you have him right started hitting a tennis ball up against
where you want hon. But I wasn't a gym wall. Basketball was soon
forgotten by both father and son,
really stinging turn on the volleys.
wouldn't have known it
And he has a really great passing although you
by Purcell's display of jumping abilishot."
his slap-happy, jack-in-thePurcell admitted to being a little ty during
box act upon winning.
sluggish at the start the match, but
Dave Peterson of Golden Gaterssaid breaking Borowiak's service to
win the second set got him riled up Production, promoters of the Robin:
son's and Florida Federal Women's
and ready to roll. "I knew I could win
then. It got my adrenolin flowing and Open tournaments, expects Purcell to
really soar by 1982. "I think he'll be in
my buddies got behind me."
the top five by next year. Maybe No
Borowiak even got into the spirit
after one outburst by Purcell's fan
You could say Peterson is banking
club by yelling 'C'mon Mel' himself. on that prediction since Purcell pro"Everyone else was yelling it. so I mised he'd come back next year if
thought I'd yell it,
,"heto
said.
there's a tournament.
Even a sore shin, suffered when he
"The sponsors want to come back,"
ran into a scorer's table in Denver two Peterson said, but not overlooking the
weeks ago, couldn't stop Purcell at red ink caused by increased expenses
that point. "It didn't start hurting un- and poorer-than-expected attendance.
til the third set. But no way was I go- -But I can't say there will definitely
ing to let it bother me. I was too close be a third year. Technically, the sponto the title."
sors have until April 15 to decide.
, He'll give credit for that champion"If it does come back. though, Mel
ship inspiration to a poor movie and Purcell would be a big attraction."
Tom Simmons, the athletic trainer at
"I'll alwayt be sentimental about
Murray State, where Purcell's dad this tournament," Purcell said,
Bennie is the school's tennis coach "because now I know I can win a maand ex-basketball coach.
jor tournament."
"You don't come all the way to a
Purcell's hoping that a little
final to lose," Purcell said. "I think knowledge will become a dangerous
that's the only thing I got out of thing.

Mayfield, Mason County Prep Hoop Tourney's Surprise Teams
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—
Simon Kenton Coach Larry
Miller says that forward
Troy McKinley "plays his
best in big games."
The 6-foot-5 senior
McKinley demonstrated his
coach's point Friday night
when he poured in 39 points
in a thrilling 84-83 Simon
Kenton victory over Virgie
in the quarterfinals of the
64th Boys State High School
Basketball Tournament.
Simon Kenton, 27-5, was to
play No. 2 Louisville Moore,
30-5, in today's second
semifinal contest in Rupp
Arena, following a contest
between two of the tournanent's surprise teams,

Mayfield and Mason County.
Moore, behind the 26
points and 16 rebounds of AllStater Manuel Forrest,
ousted defending state
champion Owensboro 72-56.
Mayfield defeated Boyd
County 71-64 and Mason
County, in its first-ever state
tournament appearance,
pulled Friday's big shocker
with a 69-64 upset of topranked Lexington Bryan Station.
McKinley scored 16 points
in the final quarter in a headtohead shooting match with
Virgie's 5-8 guard Rodney
Rowe.
Rowe, who finished with 30
points, scored 17 in the
fourth quarter as Virgie, 294, erased a 10-point halftime

deficit.
Rowe scored eight straight
Virgie points to give the
Eagles their first tie since
early in the second quarter
at 69-69, He later gave Virgie
the lead on two occasions,
once at 75-74 on a three-point
play and again at 77-76 on
two free throws with 2:18 to
play.
However, McKinley put in
a missed shot 15 seconds
later,14 give Simon Kenton
the lead for good. McKinley
stored nine of Simon Kenton's final 12 points, including the clinching free
throw with seven seconds
left that gave the Pioneers
an 84-81 lead and made
Rowe's basket meaningless.
Virgie's 6-8 junior AllState center Todd May, who
scored 38 points in the
Eagles' first round win over
Clay County, added 31
points.
"That little kid was
tremendous, We couldn't
stop him," Miller said of
Rowe.
Mason County, 27-4, successfully handled the Bryan

Station press and rode the
combined 44 points of Kelly
Middleton
and
Allen
Feldhaus Jr. to its shocking
win over the Defenders.
"Nobody can beat us
pressing us," said MaSon
County Coach Allen
Feldhaus Sr. "We can handle the press. We got a lot of
easy baskets."
Mason County took a 33-29
halftime lead, but Bryan Station's Keith Berry put his
team back in the lead at 54-53
with 6:05 left in the game.
The lead changed hands
twice before Mason County's
David Orme laid in a basket
off a feed by Feldhaus to
give the Royals a 59-58 lead
at the 2:33 mark.
Feldhaus, who finished
with 20 points, then sank two
free throws and Middleton,
who had 24 points, drove in
for a layup to push Mason
County on top 63-58 with less
than two minutes to go.
Bryan Station, 31-5, inched
within 64-62 on an 18-foot
jumper by Jeff Clay, but
Middleton then hit two free
throws and Orme added

three in the final 18 seconds
as Mason County held on for
the upset.
Berry led Bryan. Station
with 30 points, while Clay added 20.
Mayfield, 23-10, outrnuscled Boyd County in advancing
to the semifinals for the second time in three years.
Charles Parrott and Joe
Prince, both olitstanding
football players, led the way.

Parrott scored 23 points and
grabbed 14 rebounds, while
Prince added 16 points and
12 rebounds.
"We checked the boards
well," Mayfield Coach
Roger Fields said. :'We
didn't control the tempo in
the first half I which ended
deadlocked at 33-all) but we
did in the second half."
Jeff Flood and Parrott hit
back-to-back jumpers . to

break the 10th tie of the
game and give Mayfield a 5450 lead at the end of the third
period. The Cardinals led the
rest of the way.
Boyd County, 27-7, was led
by Kent Sister's 27 points.
"They just didn't seem to
get their game together,"
Moore Coach Tom Finnegan
said of Owensboro, which
closed at 21-10.
Moore took command with

a 14-0 run in the second
quarter when Owensboro
went for nearly 42 minutes
without scoring. The
Mustangs were on top 37-22
at half and 58-38 at the end of
three quarters.
Darryl Hunter led
Owensboro with 13 points,
but fouled out after picking
up two fouls in the opening
2'2 minutes of the second
half.

FINAL MARKDOWN

MSU Tennis Team Ups
Record After Victory
Murray State University's
tennis team improved its
record to 5-7 with a 7-2 win
Friday over host St. Louis
University.
In singles-competition for
Murray, Mats Ljungrnan
defeated Marco Molinary, 64, 6-1; Terji Persson
defeated Lee Blount, 6-2, 4-6,

Home Crowd Aids
Boilermakers
First. you save money on your electric tel When you use
electncity wisely, you eliminate waste and that almost always
means a decrease in kilowatthours used
Secondly, your conservation enables us to use existing
disthbution facilities more efficiently, postponing the installation of new, more expensrve equipment,
Thirdly, it reduces the overall amount of power TVA must
produce,enabling it to operate more from the cheaper sources,
Go easy on energy It helps in many ways, beginning with
your budget

IVA
Murray Electric
System
.01 Vivo — 753.5312

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.
AP ) — The Purdue home
crowd may not have hurt
Duke, but Coach Gene
Keady says the 12,000
screaming fans sure helped
his Boilermakers shake
some first-half doldrums.
Purdue will play Syracuse
in the NIT semifinals Monday night at New York's
Madison Square Garden.
Tulsa, which beat South
Alabama 69-68 in another
quarter-final game Friday
night, will meet West
Virginia in the other
semifinal game.
The big gun for Duke was
junior guard Vince Taylor,
who scored a er('areer-high
25 points, including seven in
the final minute of play.

6-1; Finn Swarting lost to
Mike Schlaflay, 6-3, 6-4;
Mike Costigan defeated
Scott Howell, 3-6, 6-3, 6-1;
Eric Tistharnmer lost to Lee
Andrews, 6-1, 5-7, 6-1; and
Steve Wille defeated Bill
Harnsbarger,6-4, 6-1.
The Racers swept the
doubles matches. PerssonSwarting defeated MolinaryAndrews, 6-4,
6-2;
Ljungman-Costigan
defeated
Edwa rdsHarnsbager, 6-4, 6-4; and
Tistharnmer-Steve Mossad
defeated Howell-Ken Harris,
7-6,6-4.
The Murray netters will
host Arkansas State University at 2 p.m. Sunday.

See or Call
Ed West
Al Porker Ford
New or Used
Cors or Trucks
Dollars Aimed
If Thor
Nod With
Offk. 753-5273
Nom.7

ALL WARMUPS 40% OFF
Good Selection in all sizes and colors
for men and women
Adidas
Nike
Loom Togs

Court Casual
Winning Ways
Jaguar

Todd
Wilson
Jelenck
Ultra Sport

VAINEVA

Amyl cis aa,
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Will Face Indiana In Bloomington

Fins 84
Feathers

Tough Crowd, Game Face St. Joe
1

'
and tough games.
shot chances, but there was
Sunday in Bloorrungton, so much pressure on
the
Ind., they '11 get both.
kids. But you have to
-We can play the game," remember that we are still a
says Coach Jim Lynam as he young team."
prepares his team to meet
Davis pointed to a key
Indiana Sunday in the finals fourpomt play when his team
of the NCAA's Mideast was leading 24-22 with 14:05
Regional playoffs. "The fact remaining.
Sy lam Wises
that we're here tells a lot
The Hawks tied the game
"11111111.11111M11111
about the basketball we play on the play as Warrick made
back East."
a layup, then officials called
That April 15 tax deadline money is to be used only for other charitable contribu- budgets, it's impossible for
As usual, though. the an intentional foul
against is creeping closer every
day, non-game wildlife — those tion.
Hawks
will be underdogs.
sportsmen to continue to
Burnett Adams. Warrick hit
TENNIS
that Kush and former Sear Devil wasBecause almost all fun- finance all the wildlife work
"We played all season long both free throws to put his so those of us who put things species not sought by
ROTTERDAM. Netherlands AP Lard Bill Malkin harassed him Lego
off until the last minute are hunters.
Jimmy COMM'S mend ago the
programs and habitat acquisition that
quitting Use team or 1979 and forfeiting as an underdog," said junior
wildlife
ding
for
club ahead.
sermfinals of the $175,8118 W47 Ratterhis scholarship basing earlier said no
going to have to get busy
The fish and wildlife has come from sportsmen needs to be done.
guard Jeffrey Clark after a
dank tournament by defeating Sandy
"I told those kids that they
scholarship was available
soon.
May er 6-4. 6-3
department's share goes into (through the sale of hunting
gutwrenching 42-11 victory shouldn't be too hard
GENERAL
on
So we are asking for donaIn other action. Woitek Eibak of
JACKSON, Miss AP
But in the rush to get your a special "Non-game and fishing licenses most of
Gerald over Boston College in the
themselves after a tough loss
Poland beat Raoul Ramiree of Mexico
Gee' Walker.
mayor league outreturns in the mail before wildlife fund" and will be the attention has been tions from the rest of Ken6-3, 6-4 Gene Mayer defeated Buster
fielder for 15 years and a member of Mideast semifinals Friday like this," said Davis. -They
the deadline, don't overlook earmarked for research and devoted to game species. tuckians (at least those who
Motown 04England 6-3, 7-6. and
Use 1935 World Champion Detroit night. "It's a role we don't
had a sensational season."
Brien Gottfried topped Yannick Noah
Tigers, died after a long illness at the
line 20 on your Kentucky in- management of non-game Sportsmen's dollars have get state income tax
mind."
Gins,.6-7, 63.,06
age tot 73
Isiah Thomas scored 27 come tax return. This line
refunds). Kentucky has a
ROSTON
Close calls have become a
species. The
- Top-seeded Chem
Walker played in two World Series
Nature financed the development of
wonderful diversity of
seri I Joy d defeated Hovnanian
for the Tigers - in 1934 against trademark in this year's points to lead Indiana past gives you the opportunity to
Preserves Commission will scientific wildlife research
ir gin. Rusici 6-2, 6-1, and Kathy Jor- St Louis Cardinale, and in 1935 against
management, wildlife, one which you can
NCAA tournament for the Alabama-Birmingha in. contribute a portion of your use its share in its program and
tan os er heimed Peanut Louie 6-2.62 the Chicago Cubs He had a lifetime
Thomas hit eight free throws refund to wildlife.
in muirter-final play in the Avon
baiting average of 194, with 1,991 hits never-say:die Hawks, who
to acquire and protect disciplines which did not ex- help preserve for future
0,w-wen s Tennts Tournament
in the final 2:46 and added a
generations by giving a little
and 124 home runs
The money donated from significant natural areas.
ist 50 years ago.
have
won
three
games
by
a
(AM I'
SAN DIEGO AP - Irving Jaffee, a
Today we have the techni- of your tax refund.
The contributions will
INTE: VEDRA BEACH. Fla AP, member of three US teams which total of four points. They breakaway layup with 39 these refunds will be divided
seconds to play, and the ectitally between the Depart- reduce
Barry -Mee ke I fired. 2-under par 70 won Olympic gold medals in speed
So don't overlook line 20—
your refund by the ques for doing effective
tor e 39 total to take the lead after the skating -- the 10,000-meter event at St defeated Creighton 59-57 and Hoosiers were one step ment of
Fish and Wildlife amount you contribute, but research and management and if you have your taxes
top-ranked
DePaul 49-48
sei ond round of the 9440,000 Tourna. Moritz in 1928 and the 5,000 and 10,000
closer to their fourth NCAA Resources and the Nature may be
meta Noel,Lluemptoristup
meters at Lake Placid, N.Y ,m 1932 earlier.
ducted from next on non-game species. What prepared by someone else,
I(en Halldorson and Danny Edwards deed at the age of 74
title. Randy Wittman added Preserves Commission, The year's taxes
Indiana advanced to Sunthe same as any is lacking more than be sure to tell the preparer
vo're tied for second at 140 Haliclorson
NEW ARK, N J
API - James
fired e second-round 70, while Ed- Scott. formerly one of the world's top day's regional championship a career-high 20 points for
anything else is money. With you want to "do something
wards had a 64
light heavyweight fighters, was game with an 87-72 decision the Hoosiers, who broke
inflation
eating into govern- wild" by contributing to this
LAS VEGAS. Nev APe
Nancy sentenced to life in prison for the
mental as well as private very worthwhile cause.
over Alabama-Birmingham away from a tight halftime
loper-Melton fired an even-par 720 ezemition-style murder of a Newark
lead
of
42-37
with
a
12-4
spurt
high winds to take the second-round man linked to drug trafficking
in Friday night's second consiosolisill111111011Memok
at the start of the second
lead in the 8200,000 Desert Inn Pro-Ain
The sentence was to be served contest.
women 's golf tournament
currently with Scott's 30-to-40-year
half.
I opet-Melton, with a 6-underpar 139 term for a related 1975 armed robbery
Elsewhere Friday night,
after 36 holes. led Judy Rankin by two conviction, which has kept hint at the
The Blazers, who got to
Wichita State nipped crossstrokes after a 72 in the second round
Rahway. State Prison Scott's atBloomington with a 69-62
In third place was JoAnn Washam, tome), William Kurotier, said he state rival Kansas 66-65 and
who had a second-round 74 and a 142 would begin appeal proceedings im- Louisiana
Lake upper stage 354.80.
State buried upset of Kentucky in the seBy Mary Barrow
total Cathy Reynolds. who lad a 70, mediately
Arkansas 72-56 in the cond round of the tournaDue to the cold fronts
had a 1-over-par 74 and was fourth at
A jury found Scott guilty of first
Wednesday, March 18, which we have been having
144
Midwest semifinals at New ment, tried to play run-anddegree murder and felony murder in
SOCCER
the slaying of Everett Russ, 25, in 1975
Orleans. They'll also play for gun with Indiana, but fell Barkley Lake upper stage lately the fishing has slowed
PHILADELPHIA . AP - Steve
354.80, lower stage down, but there are still a
their regional championship way short.
Zungul of fix New York Arrows, the
first player in pro soccer to score more
Water few reports of some nice str"I never had the privilege unavailable.
Sunday.
than 100 goals in one season, was namIn two regional finals to- of seeing Isiah Thomas temperatures: surface 48 ings of crappie coming in.
ed the moat valuable player in the Maair Indoor Soccer League for the third BASEBALL
day, Virginia faced Brigham play," said UAB Coach Gene degrees; 10 feet 50 degrees; The bass still seem to be hitsunsesnitive year
Aaerir League
Young in the East at Atlanta Bartow. "He's a great team 25 feet 51 degrees. Kentucky ting on the rocky points with
Zungul finished the regular season
SEATTLE MARINERS-Assigned
and North Carolina met Kan- leader and an outstanding Lake upper stage 354.90.
small crank baits.
with 108 goals in 40 games, including a Greg Biercevice, pitcher. Manny
record seven goals in one contest
Thursday, March 19,
Estrada, Vance McHenry, Jamie
sas State in the West at Salt player. I feel as ever we
Now is the time to start
OOLLEGE
Allen and Rodney Hobbs, infielders,
could have beaten an awful Barkley Lake upper stage trying for that trophy bass to
1.ake City.
PHOENIX, Aria API - Former and Reggie Walton. outfielder to their
Anton. State University football minor league camp
Bryan Warrick hit two free lot of teams !onight — but 354.79, lower stage 304.89. hang on the wall.
coach Frank Rush did not commit bat- FOOTBALL
throws with 21 seconds left to this is another outstanding Water temperatures: surIn about another month
tery bs punching his onetime punter
NatWest Football League
face 48 degrees; 10 feet 50 the water temperatures and
erase a one-point deficit and Bob Knight team."
Kevin 'Rutledge during•game and did
DENVER BRONCOS-Named Rod
not defraud Rutledge through scholar- Dowhower, Fran PoLsfoot, Jerry Frei lift St. Joseph's over Boston
Reserve forward Mike degrees; 25 feet 51 degrees. levels should both begin to
ship misrepresentation, a jury decid- and Charlie Lee assistant coaches
College. Warrick scored 20 Jones hit a 20-foot jumper Kentucky Lake upper stage rise and the crappie will
ed
Canadian,Football League
Weather permitting.)
Rutledge. now attends the Universipoints to pace the Hawks, with two seconds left to lead 354.78.
TORONTO ARGONAUTS--Signed
really turn lose and begin to Friday, March 27
ty of Nevada-Las Vegas, had sought Marcellus Greene and Drew HardSaturday, March 28
Friday, March 20, Barkley bite.
who are shooting for their Wichita State over Kansas.
water Jupiter, King of Planets
The
72 2 mullion in the civil suit against v ille, defensive halfbacks. Dan FerJupiter, largest of the Passive Solar Homes
first appearance in the Final Jones, who averaged four Lake upper stage 354.85, temperatures are in the low
Kush. the university and others. rone, offensive guard. and Jan CannThe sun is a renewable and
c La urung Kush split lus lower lip with a el, wide receiver
lower stage 304.8. Water 50's now but when it reaches planets, is a special sight
Four since 1961.
points
a
game
for
the
regular
knuckle-punch- after a 27-yard punt
COLLEGE
BC Coach Tom Davis said season, finished the night temperatures: surface 47 about 68 degrees the crappie through the telescope. Join inflation-proof source of
en Arizona Slate's 41-7 loss to
WASHINGTON -Named
Trent
degrees; 10 feet 49 degrees: should start moving into the us at the Golden Pond energy for home heating.
Washington in 1978 He also claimed Walters assistant football coach
his club "had some excellent with eight points.
Visitors Center, 8 p.m. Learn the basic principles of
25 feet 50 degrees. Kentucky bushes.
passive solar design.
A
Limited to 50 participants.
OLYMPIC PLAZA
To register contact Program
Coordinator, TVA-LBL.
Golden Pond, Kentucky
42231, (.502) 924-5602. Golden
Pond Visitors Center, 10
a.m.-noon.
Washing Clothes
It's washday at The
Homeplace-I850.
Come
watch the women do the
laundry in the iron kettle using the 1850 version of
detergent. The Homeplace1850, 2 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday
March 28 and 29
Deep Water Crappie
Learn the methods of catching the most popular sport
fish in our local waters while
the fish are still in deep
water. Also, discover why
they are the favorite of many
fish eathers. Free samples of
fried crappie ( while they
last!). Instructions and
demonstrations on cleaning
methods will be included,
Center Station, 1-4 p.m.
Reg. $24.99
By KEN RAPP4)POR1
iicata
esficli St Joseph b
AP Sports Writer
plays at the Palestra in
The opposing fans throw Philadelphia
rubber chickens on the court
iv a basketball team
and shout The Hawk is
to tough crowds

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Kentucky Afield

Sports In Brief

PrHo

FRAN/CFI
— Fishing I
most of Ke
lakes
temperature
the mid to
lake-by-iake
reported by I
of Fish
Resources:
Kentucky
crappie slow

Local Fishing
Report

Transactions

Calendar Of Events

SPORTING GOODS

Prices Good Thru Mon., March 23

Start Your Spring Off Right
With Specials Like These
From Uncle Lee's
Zebco
Ultra Light
Cardinal 3

"Lard ling"
For 2 Lbs.-4 Lb. Test Lino

Reg 539 95

'29"

S 1874
I
tasted o
leaves Morris, Murray, hos started this year a bass fishing off right with this
soros posisii Hiroo mosso largemouth bass. Morris nos fishing la the Blood liver
arse whoa he sourish,/ Hos Imager

Louisville Slugger
"The Bulger"
Softball Bat

Entire Stock
OR Notiwier

Now

Price

Non

Murray Bait Co.

'5"
Turkey Tote
Carrying Strap
Reg_ $2.19

Reg $2 79

51 65

50')00
&

Now

Wholesale Live Bait
Hwy. 94 East

Phone 502-7c
.3-5693
‘o

Johnny Stewart
Diaphragm Turkey Call
ellir

Cai

At Jonathan Creek

Announces

"
Noir S2

New Store Hours:
9:00-9:00 Mon.-Sat.
1:00-6:00 Sun.

•Cover Al
•Cower Ow
On Brick
Never Par
•Corripliata
Ws Bald C
•Roofing
•Storm WI

S.

Sportsman's Marina

RPg SI 22

444._

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

1

Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
Murray, Ky. 42071

AL'I
""••••.„....sence

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

Fred Gardner, Owner

Ranger Headnet
WI Eyehole

.502-47441

ivoveogeosiwAsisc Yiwbaticommosireammeaoni

Reg $7 49
ssis,

Now

WHY '
and Ewer
service nis
Niorciery

NI

Ball Gloves

20%

Lew's
Speed Stick

Have you
drum yet? I he
can charge y
when you're
wet!
Maybe that v
bass" you tho
on but couldn
really do pull
while but you
+idea thats wha
doesn't surfai
turn it.
The bass I h
ehing, have i

NEW 10'and 42'Covered Slips Foe Housoboaes
NEW Ill'Co nanad Sips Foe Crashors

25 Lb. Sack
Bonnie Dog Food

LOCAL DEALER foe GALVA-LIFT Boat Hoists
FaeI lo operate adenomas,e mans,* growth on hoot bottom
Authorited EVINRUDE DEALER

Sales & Sorvica
leg $5.19
5,444
Non

I 1/1171,
11101
'MI C SI a
5,ROC(

Aebocant Co Sportsman s Safart Carnpfrofatel
Rt. 5 Benton, WV 42025

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCtUR1
GRAYSON McCain

502/35445611

Telephone 502-436-5483
'1

Hwy.641 N
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Fins 84 Feathers
Lake-By-Lake Rundown
- FRANKFORT, Ky. i API
— Fishing is still slow at
most of Kentucky's major
iakes
with
water
temperatures generally in
the mid to upper gis. The
lake-by-iake rundown, as
reported by the Department
of Fish and
Wildlife
Resources:
Kentucky — Catfish and
crappie slow in tailwaters;

clear, stable, 1 foot above
winter pool and 47 degrees.
Barkley — Crappie good
on minnows over submerged
cover and drop-offs, clear to
murky, stable, 1 foot above
winter pool and 47 degrees.
Nohn — Crappie good on
jigs in headwaters and on
minnows over submerged
cover; black bass fair on
medium runners and by jigg-

tAltEIANO OUTDOORS

ing; clear to murky, stable,
12 feet above winter pool and
50 degrees.
Barren — Black bass and
crappie slow; clear, rising at
8 feet above winter pool, 47
degrees.
Rough River — Crappie
slow on minnows over
submerged cover; murky to
muddy, rising slowly, 10 feet
above winter pool and 48

legrees.
NW.8•Ente
Green River — Black bass
fair on jig and pork rind
combinations off steep
Kentucky's Fish and
banks; crappie fair on min- Wildlife Commission,
in a renows; murky, rising slowly cent meeting
in Frankfort,
31,2 feet above winter pool set the
deer season for
and 43 degrees.
1981.The new regulations
Herrington — Crappie fair reflect the fact
that the
on minnows over submerged state's deer herd
is growing
cover; black bass slow on jig and can
withstand an inand rind combinations off crease in
harvest figures.
rocky points and in mouths The general
season has been
of tributaries; clear to lengthened
from six to ten
murky, stable, 17 feet above days.
Counties with smaller
winter pool and 43 degrees.
herds get five days of hunDale Hollow — Crappie ting instead
of three. Several
fair on minnows over counties
will have some doe
submerged cover; clear, hunting,
most coming in the
stable, 6 feet below normal form of an
either sex hunt
pool and 50 degrees.
the last day of the season.
Cumberland — Black bass
But there's one notable exslow on deep runners and jig ception. Ballard
County for
and rind combinations off years has had
one of the best
rocky points and by jigging deer herds
in the state. The
minnows in heads of creeks; management
area there procrappie slow on minnows vided a safe
haven, and the
over submerged cover; deer flourished in
the mix of
clear, stable, 29 feet below fields and river bottom
hardtimberline, 45 degrees.
woods. They did so well, in
Laurel — Trout fair on fact, that Department
of
corn, cheese and worms and Fish and Wildlife
officials
on deep runners; clear, decided that drastic
action
stable, 20 feet below power was needed to
keep the
pool and 46 degrees.
population from outgrowing
Buckhorn — Crappie good its habitat.
on minnows over submerged
Quota hunts were set up on
cover; black bass fair jigg- the management
area, and
ing nightcrawlers; murky to doe shooting
was allowed
muddy, stable, at winter outside the
area's boundary.
pool and 46 degrees.
Hunters flocked into the
Cave Run — No activity; county to have a
crack at
clear to murky, stable, at some of the finest, heaviestwinter pool and 92 degrees.
racked deer anywhere. The
Dewey — No activity; harvest was heavy. Conmuddy, stable, at winter troversy sparked
up over
The 1111 Keattecky dear *eases will be krager sad altew mere either sex heating,
pool, 44 degrees.
a°
whether or not too many
reflecting the state's expanding herd. Bat heatars la Bollard Ceasety will be allowed
Grayson — No activity; deer were being killed.
And
is take backs ealy, dye is heavy harvest pressare sad herd reduction ever the pest
clear, stable, at winter pool, now that notable exception
awe years. Biologists say the herd shield rebooted by 11112.
43 degrees.
At
on the doe hunting in '81 list
Fishtrap — No activity; is Ballard County. The counMAYO• by W.A.&arm)
ileassie Ilayd el Murray, Is gents,• rood starts. 'arias with this limit el 441
murky to muddy, stable, at ty-is slated for a ten
day
Crerilk•
By Niery Berm
got
a
deer.
In
1980
maybe
10
winter pool and 94 degrees.
figure of the fall of '79. shouldn't allow doe hunting
season, but no does will be
96 got one. There weren't as "Ideal population density on here for two or three more
A
.allowed. Also, no hunt is
*fry Aisepiai
many
people
hunting, the Ballard area would be a years, until the herd builds
planned for the management
because now the deer just deer for every 10-15 acres,'' back up. But I'm sure the
area.
aren't here. " Renfrow said he added.
deer will be back."
Since the regulations were
he'd heard "right smart
John Phillips said at preDespite the heavy harvest
adopted, there's been
complaint" among hunters and sharp drop in numbers sent the best place to hunt
something of a "we told you
about the Liberal harvest and on Ballard County deer, deer in Kentucky is in two
so" attitude shared by
herd reduction.
Phillips added that he's not swarths running north and
Ballard's deer hunting
John Phillips is a biologist worried about the herd re- south in the west-central
Have you caught a big Jumping and fighting on the
veterans. They believed they
Department Fish
and were witnessing the decima- with the Fish and Wildlife bounding. "Since we've state area. "We've got the
drum yet? I hope so, it really surface just like they do in blackberry winter, ect.
Then look out, things Wildlife has done a wonderDepartment who specializes reduced the herd, the two best herds in the state
can charge your batteries the month of May. Its great!
tion of the state's best
ful job with the fish attracin deer management. "Yes, average number of fawns here. One extends from
when you're cold , and/or
However,the last few days should start happening on
whitetail resourse, and they
wet!
of cold fronts, high pressures both lakes and you won't tors they have placed in both lobbied through the Fish and I'll agree that the Ballard per doe has risen from .79 to Henderson and Union Counknow which lake to fish.
herd was over-harvested," 1.0. This is a healthy sign ties down through Critlakes and marked for the
Maybe that was the ''hawg and high winds, have caused
Wildlife Commission to have
Some local fishermen public.
he said. "Before the hunting that the deer are tenden, Webster, Caldwell,
bass" you thought you had a slight drop in the water
the doe harvest in the county
season in 1979 the manage- replenishing the herd's Hopkins and Christian CounIf each of us will concen- reduced.
on but couldn't stop. They temperature as well as a have found a few crappie
Now it's evident
ment area had a deer for numbers. I anticipate a ties. The other one runs from
really do pull hard for a "slowing down" of the still in shallow 15-81 water trate on placing brush piles that these hunters and the
every three acres. Crop return to hunting on the Breckenridge County down
while but you should get an feeding crappie and bass. around old brush piles, but ect. in the lake instead of lit- Fish and Wildlife Depart,idea thats what it is when it This is to be expected as most of them are still on the ter, we will have a good old ment agree on the same damage was severe, both on management area in 1982, through Grayson, Ednonson,
doesn't surface after you winter makes its presence deeper dropoffs which have lake for a long time to come. point: the Ballard County and off the area. The crops and hunting will also pick Logan. Simpson and Todd
good stump concentrations.
on the Department's land back up around the area's Counties. Central City is
You know, we may be see- deer
turn it.
known a few more times.
herd has been overshot.
Steve Pember and Jan ing the begining of the end, if
was for geese, but the deer borders. This herd won't right between these big
The bass I have been cat- You know, we must have
Hugh,Ivan and Jerry RenVance brought in 70 nice the commercial barge trafwere eating them before the stay down long. Even now herds, and both populations
ching, have actually been dogwood
frow own much of the
blooming,
geese could get to them."
crappie from this type of fic increases like some want
Ballard County still has a are expanding rapidly into
farmland bordering the
So the special hunts on the buck for every 1.6 square adjacent areas." Phillips
water,last Saturday.
it to. Please make a special
L,
Ballard management area.
management area were set miles in the county, and this said he anticipates continued
They went to the trouble to effort this year to keep all
In addition to operating comup, and rules were establish- ranks it 4th or 5th in the growth of the state's herd
sink some brush earlier in trash and litter in your boat,
WHY WAIT, tietil sada te get year beet
mercial goose hunting
ed to manipulate a high state."
the year and now its paying in a bag and throw it into a
and annual deer harvest.
sad meter kg shape? Ceuthect Bch Streik, fervour
spreads, the brothers take in
harvest. In 1979 hunters on
off.
container when you return to
Phillips said that despite a
Anybody knowing an inservice atateartr ef Mack Mack, year eetherized
extra revene by leasing hunthe management area killer closure on deer hunting on teresting topic or personality
Kentucky Lake is an old a dock or ramp. I know you
ting rights to deer hunters.
Mercery MerCreiser Service lowlier.
1,069 bucks and does. the management area this for a "Lakeland Outdoors"
lake and we must replenish have heard it before but
Hugh Rentrow discussed the
Hunters off the area in the season, trapping of deer for column should write Wade
the structure that we know dang it, start doing it!
situation.
Aurora Marine
surrounding county killed relocation purposes con- Bourne, Rt. 2, Box 221,
fish will hold around. The Happy Fishing
"I think there's been en596 deer. In 1980 the total tinues. "We're trapping deer Gilbertsville, Ky; 42071.
tirely too many does shot.
Service Inc.
harvest for on and off the to swap for turkeys. This
Last year's hunt got'em
located at Ict U S 68 8.80 at the west end of Aurora Ky
refuge was a contrasting 267 year our trapping quota is 66
down pretty thin," he said.
deer.
Sears: sum.-se.s a.m.-6 p.m.
deer," he said. •
Renfrow said hunters on the
Phillips said a just comAnd this is okay with Hugh
L;.
SINO. 1-6 p.m.
brothers' property have
pleted survey on the Ballard Renfrow. "I can't see that
always enjoyed a high suc1
Au
,K1
507-471-2284
area shows a density of one trapping a few more deer
7
cess percentage. In 1979
/0
1
deer per every 28 acres, a and trading them for turkeys
1.71
LLL
'A
around 70-80% of our hunters
j
sharp drop from the 1-in-3 will hurt. I do think they
I •K /

.
1 140
4,
1t4140i•ri
Air .
ir1 1

40,4'1110
.4-10
4WPS

Fishing line

f

AL'S NOME IMPROVEMENT

AL'S NOME IMPIROVEMINT

Storey's

Since 1961• 15 Years Of Dependable Service

44%
:1%46%
4P.1•

Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor
.:„.j.-_,...

•Cover Al Windows
•Cover Over Hang
Oe Brick Hornee
Never Paint Again
•Conviete Remodsbng
We Build Cupboards To Fit
•Rooting
.& Doc..
•Beene window

641 Super Shell

FOOD
GIANT

---.....

•
4
Free Estimates Call

Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322

436-2802
fit 5 Bo. 2051 Murray, 10/

****************************

aohr-ison

RESTAURANT
South 12th Street Murray, Kentucky

753-4111

On Ledbetter Creek at

Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
*
Darnell Marine Sales
*

OWNER: Gary Darnell
t

BOATS MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES
)f***************************

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

****************************

*

110

OLITNICIVIROS

Route 3 Box 80
Murray, Ky. 42071
Highway 94 East

Hw 641 South

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

*

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
:Itandals- Guide Service-Covered Storage.
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
RI. 1 Hardin
(502)474-2245 or 474-2211,ext. 172
****************************

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
IWO

.00'
.

Mon.-Sat. 9-9

Sunday 1-6

PAGE:9
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Dr. Daley Will Speak At Memorial Revival

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraacts Drake
F OH SUNDAY. MARCH 22, 1981
*bat kind of day will teaserrow be
find out what the
stars bay, read the furriest
gibes'fur your birth sign
ARIES
i Mar 21 tu Apr 19
Somethusg you take for
granted about a close tie may
not be accurate Partnerships
are highlighted, but watch
wishful thinking
TAURUS
Apr 20 to May IN)) t$46;s1..
Your attention as divided
between a work project and
socializing Try to save tune
fur both Disregard the advice
of busybodies,
GEMINI
"May21 to June 3))
You'd be wise not to mut
business with pleasure Still
romantic possibilities an
plentiful Get to know eact
other better
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) 430
Out-of-town guests may
disrupt your domestic routine.
Watch out for faulty advice.
Home entertainments are
favored now
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22)
Be dubious about a financial
proposition_ Communications
are favored if you don't
discuss business A time for
enjoying life.
VIRGO
Aug. M to Sept. 22 I rIP I L
Financial matters are uppermost. Shopping expedi
tioris lead to new purchases
for the home_ Watch small differences with others.
LIBRA
+Sept. 23 to Oct..z2 --You're able to read between
the lines now and come up
with true insights. Don't be
swayed by the superficial.
Watch health, too.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov, 21) rker'
Sidestep clandestine involvements. Keep financial
plans to yourself_ Avoid
premature disclosures. Be
alert for new opportunities.
SAGITTARRJS
4
r Nov. 22toDec. 21)'
r•ial life is active, but a
family member may not
understand your involvement
with your crowd. Be skeptical
in the late evening.
CAPRICORN
ilXi.c.22toJan 19) Nd
Career interests are
highlighted. However, you'll
profit from behind-the-scenes
research instead of making
immediate commitments.
AQUARIUS
1 Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Travel is accented, but
watch expeditures. Don't be
careless with money. Fnends
are helpful in business. Listen
to their proposals.
PISCES
,Feb, 19 to Mar,20)
Career prospects are good
as long as you keep expectations realistic. Watch creditcard spending in the eening.
Fulfill commitments.

your potentials You are
capable of innovative work in
both the arts and sciences, so
don't let skepticism cause you
to distrust your fine intuition
Engineering, architecture, acting, writing, music, painting
and sculpture are better fields
for you than business linpuluveness and nerves can
sometimes get the best of you.
You need proper rest to make
the most of your abilities. Bo-thdate of Stephen Sondheun,
lyricist. Williani Shatner, actor; and Chico Marx, comedian

The Rev Dr John Daley
will be the speaker at the
revival services to start Sunday. March ?Z. at 7 p.m. at
the Memorial Baptist Church.
Services will be held at 7
p in,, Sunday through
Thursday, and at 12 noon on
Tuesday and Thursday
following a potluck luncheon.
Dr. Daley has been pastor
of the Brook Hollow Baptist
Church, Nashville, Tenn.,
since 1968. He is a graduate
of the University of Kentucky and the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.
Milton Gresham will

Canune Covey
Volunteer
nursery
workers will be Mary Ann
Carter, Bruce Thomas, and
Kelly Thomas Bus drivers
will be Fred Stalls, Bobby'

John Dale Will Be
Speaker At Seventh,
Poplar Church Of Christ

First Baptist Speakers
Speakers at the services at
the First Baptist Church on
Sunday, March 22, will be
Joel Ellington at the 10:45
a.m. service,and Randy Sorrow at the 7 p.m. services.
The Rev. G. T. Moody,
associate pastor, and Owen
Billington, deacon of the
week, will assist in the ser-

Reed, Danny Cleaver, Gene
Roberts. Forest Boyd, Fred
Douglas, Kim Weatherford,
Adrian Cloys, John C. Steele,
Thomas Schroader, Ronnie
Sills, Jim Ragsdale, Frank
Hargis, Lenith Rogers, and
James0. Lamb,
Teiri Roberts will be the
teen nursery helper. Serving
on Use extension department
will be Gene McDougal and
Joe Thornton.
•Biblei classes will be held
at 9:45 a.m. on Sunday'.

John Dale will speak on
- Who Is Killing the
Children?
with scripture
from Matthew 18:14 at the
8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services
and on -The Christian and
the Old Law" with scripture
from Matthew 5:17-18 at the
6 p.m. service on Sunday,
March 22, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services
will be Johnny Bohannon,
Jerry Bolls, Bob Miller,
Tommy Carraway, Charles

vices

Wayne Halley, iturustet of
music, will direct the Church
Choir at the niorning hour
and the ladies Choir at the
evening hour. Mrs. Kaye
Bates will sing a solo at the
morning service.
Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and Church Training will beat 6p.m.

Em
By

KI
Associate
IANTANt
Executives
Enquirer,
tabloid unde
Carol Burin
mon by Joh
taking the i
and say they
furor to hay
sales.
The °filet:
believe their
lion is moi
respectable
A Los Ani

MasterCard

OPEN DAILY 9-9
SUNDAY 12-8

pRicEBREAKERs

- Cafeteria
Uedal

K mart' ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY
,
miention is to ha. every adv.
(Air
Used item n slocli on our Vetoes ii an
adverfised ten, 45 noi avaAebie tor purchase due lo any unloreseen reason
K man rnli issue a Rain Check on request
In the merchandise lOne awn or reasoned.lame', quantvyi lose purchased at the
sale prIce whenever ava,Labie of aol] sell
you a coMparable CluakIs .tem at a cpnpa
rable rebut-1o, r prce

49 Steam Vents

'kik too"'

DEEP-FRIED FISH DINNER
With 18 oz. Drink

".._

Our Reg

-

Our Reg 2.97

Your Choice

For

Men's Pocket T-shirt
Colorful, easy-core tees in
polyester cotton Save.

Fashion Bra Sale
Crossover, padded or unpadded White 32A-38C
1,4-oz.' Pledge'
Regular or lem.n scented

Bon Covers
50 Sq. Ft.

'Net or

Save C

Removable Cutting Unit

2 $3

1.33

813.

Save!

f

Our Reg. 1.96-2.22

1.2.97

3-HP 20'
Start Lay
Throttle cc
20" sided

Small Appliance Sale
Can Opener with clock, bottle opener.
Steam/Dry Iron. Self-cleaning, light-weight
Cord reverses for left or right hand.
4-slice Toaster.'Bread Brain' control.
Styler/Dryer. 1200-W. with 4 attachments.

Limit 4 lath

r1
Our Reg 88'

Our Rea. 11.96

2

Prs $1
Men's Socks
Orion' acrylic
nylon crew socks

VOL: BORN TODAY are
both artistic and scientific.
You can succeed in any line
that measures up to your
[cleats. Your greatest task is to
discover - and then utilize -

8.44

Per Boll
Wallpaper
Scrub:D(301e, prepasted vinyl

Our 1 37

88°
3 Dish Cloths
2x14 polyester.
cotton Pack of 3

Sale Price

Our Reg 12 97

3

9.97

Pkgs (11
Party Snacks
Crisp treats 1 to
4-oz pkgs

Calculator
8-cligit 4-key
memory. Battery.

limn 4 Packs Each
SaTe-PriCe

Our Reg 517

2.97

9

Pack
23x60" Runner Battery 2-pack
Polypropylene
C or D cell Two
with latex back
too pack

• OUPOIII Reg TM

Rev. Stubbs Will
Speak At First
United Methodist

Sportmg Goods DeP
•R rn.,1
Aramanama Polay
oaasmaa.a wn tO, one,i
:i5•••t

h....as...a

"TWO EACH"
UN=

I

111111111111
I I Nil
!II Pt N.1
Sale Price
7 Oz,• Rays•
Hair Spray
Soft Aerosol
Save
1

Stinger'.22 LR Ammo'
Box of 50 rounds Quality Pento Point' 22 cal LR ammunition
from Omark' Industries. Save.

ocal ikodaeolor ir
DEVELOP and PRINT
SPECIAL!
First Set Of Prints
At Regular Price

7-Day

suonciSISCALIOR:
1. Install new
K mod • points,
rotor, condenser
and molar brand
plugs (In stock)
2. 5.1 dwell and
adlust carburetor
kite
3 TIT* engin*
4. 1::Oic
analysis

SaleTire

Alyconchhoned
colts, $ 2
S•C1000W e0,1 $41
rn0o,

more

Rea kenos*

Computer Balance
_ 4 Whoo181,811
Sun. Thru Sat.
Our 38.88- A78x13 Plus F El 169 Ea
'KM 200' 2 • 2 Fiberglass

Belted Whitewall Tires

,ioisrester Cord Plies 2 Fiberglass Belts
Each
Al)• tires Plus F Et
AN Mos Implode Mounting - No Trade-In Required

•

,pnItk)ns 54 1411$

Mon. Thru Sat,
LABOR ONLY

21.88
4- di 6-Cyl.
Tune-up
Many U.S cars

cm or--itrTHE SAVING PLACE

tie
110oo
CO

onelesene we
de.•WpoM.
toeood let

Umtt 2 Pkgs.

Limit 2

Sale Price

Sale Price

1.44

1.17

60 Efferdent °
Denture cleanser
tablets Save

Pine Power'
Cleans. disinfects
28-oz

Quality Parts and Service

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-deiivered
copy of Ike Writ Lelgss t Time by
5,30 p in Mondov• Friday or by
330 p rn. Saturdays are urged
to call 1511114 between 5-* 0 a
aid It... Nadu Ira* Het. ro
Wrier'
)11311.11 sad 4 1
A cwculat,or, department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your rwiwspoper Colts roost
rbe placed byt 4.4 weekdays or
4 sa Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular business °ffee
hours of th Nonni lake A lOw
in 10 5 rm. Monday
071
through Friday and 1 • Nom.
Saturdays

Hancock, and Glenn Hale
Coffield Vance will serve as
deacon of the week
Church Teaching will be at
9.40 a.m. and Church Trainmg at 6 p m on Sunday

We Honor

SUNDAY
MONDAY
J24-4,2 TUESDAY

The Rev. Jimmy E.
Stubbs, minister of
evangelism, will speak on
-Life Along A Road" with
scripture from Luke 10:25-37
at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
March 22, at the First United
Methodist Church.
At the early service
Margery Shown will sing a
solo, •'Teach Me to Pray."
The Carol and Chapel
Choirs will sing at the later
service along with the
Chancel Choir who will sing
the anthem. -0 Sing All Ye
lands," with Paul Shahan as
director and Bea Farrell as
organist.
C:wrenant Prayer Group
Junior and Senior High
UMW will meet at 5:30 p.m.
and worship will be at 7 p.m.
in Sunday.
Church School will be at
9:45a iii. on Sunday.

direct the music with
Margaret Wilkins as
Michael
organist and
Wilkins as pianist.
The youth led revival services will be held tonight at 7
p.m. and on Sunday morning
at 10,50,
Speakers Sunday morning
will include the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White, Tony Zambella,
Jeremy White and Bobby
Hancock. Special music will
be by the Jubilee Ringers including Mike Young, Jeremy
White, Trevor Mathis,
Michael Wilkins, Jon Billington, Kelly Cathey, Wayne
Cathey, Robbie Perrin,
Sherry Meadows, and

INRVICIS INCLUOR:
1. Replace front
brake pods
111(.11M- 41 4
2. True rotors
3. Inspect calipers
4. Refill hydraulic
systert
S. Repack Inner
and outer
bearings
6. Replace front
grecs* seals
7. Inspect master
cylinder
Inspect root
lining for wear
(Addltional cost It
Irtstalled
repairs on rear
wheels are
needed)
Additional ports
and services which
may be needed are
Sun, Thru Sat,
at extra cost.
Sale Mon. thru Sat. Our 5688
With Exchange
Sole Price

Only

40

loch

'Cal PROCESS FOAS CYA
DOB tai, apcT TO 411.9441
Our On Om*
ommse

at your K mart
comma dept

3-Day Sale

77Cia
110 12 Film
Color print film
ASA 100 Save.

DAYS OF SALE
LISTED BELOW
SUNDAY - MONDAY
ONLY SPECIALS
a;raiel

Maiworo'

tinrirr

r

UNDER
MATING
Sevens 105'
*Mein SOLIO,

PIPP

L

FILTE R

Sale Price

6Nft
Fog La

Sale Price

2.47 to

1.37

Battery

Name Brand
Oil Filters

Undercoat
or Primer

Topa side terminals, many cars

For many U S
cars light trucks

38.88
Disc Brake

39.88
48-Month

Spotcial
From only, for
many / S . cars

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

Ea

20 oz 'undercoat
or 12/
3
4-02 • Primer
moot

2 ambei
wiring,
12V
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Enquirer Executives Take Attacks In Stride
By KEN KLEIN
Associated Press Writer
IANTANA, Fla I API Executives of the National
Enquirer, the popular
tabloid under fire in court by
Carol Burnett and on television by Johnny Carson, are
taking the attacks in stride
and say they don't expect the
furor to have ad impact on
sales.
The officials also say they
believe their weekly publication is more reliable and
respectable these days.
A Los Angeles tury is ex-

i.,,cted to begin deliberations
Monday after attorneys
make final arguments in Ms.
Burnett's $10 million libel
suit against the Enquirer
Both sides rested late
Thursday
The week-long Burnett
trial, based on a 1976 article
that said a "boisterous" Ms.
Burnett argued with former
Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger in a Washington,
D.C., restaurant, has drawn
in other celebrity corionent,
upsetting Enquirer defense
lawyers.

Carsoti used his -Tonight
Show" forum Tuesday night
to blast the Enquirer as
"liars,- facing his television
audience with the current
edition that features a cover
story bearing this headline:
'Johnny Carson's Third
Marriage Hits the Skids.
The article quotes unidentified sources who claim that
Carson and his wife, Joanna,
will split soon. One typical
passage reads: -The Carsons are definitely getting a
divorce: declared a friend
who talks regularly with

GSA Edmund Brown Jr
telephoned Ms Burnett on
l'hursday to wish her well in
the trial Enquirer attorney
William Masterson later
commented. "1 wish the
chief executive of the state of
California would keep his
opinions to himself and not
exercise his First Amendment rights when the case
is still on trial"
Nevertheless, Enquirer officials in their southeastern
Florida offices here say they
don't believe the trial or the

THE ACES'

involvement of ('arson and Litlirtt -Whirl staff editor
Brown will affect their sales said the tabloid takes pains
either way
to be accurate, using a teem
-'We haven't increased the of legal researchers who
press run because of the review the copy tu check for
trial," a company executive ace uracy and potentially'
said this week, explaining libelous statements
that recent bigger runs were
ordered to accommodate ex-- When we make a
pected demand in response mistake, we make it before
to regional TV advertising our 20 million readers. We
campaigns.
have to try very- hard not Ii'
The executive asked that make a mistake because
his name not be used we're totally naked' in the
because of the continuing public eye,- Cameron said in
Burnett trial.
an inters less. before the
Haydon Cameron, the En- Burnett trial began

'The remedy for wrongs
is to forget them
Pubhus
Syrus
It was difficult for the
Colombian team to forget
their wrongs after today s
doubled slam was scored
Playing against the Philippines at the 1980 World
Championships. the Colombians pushed thrir opponents into slam doubled
them and then failed to find
the defense to beat them
The bidding was lively
and very unorthodox
North s Jump to three
spades was systemically an

TO—
K mart• ADVERTISED
blEFICHANDiSE POLICY
trtren.to, 4 IC Ner. we,
tem 4111. 1/1
00e. eteo oh.. 0 sr

OPEN DAILY 9-9
SUNDAY 124

SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY

CORN JR

RAGI

40•0401110 .14••ft.
, YAWN.t.DV
cons 04. 10 •••• .00
,
0000• rester,
Ii man
.
emu•Maw Checle oe,
kee Sele...W..Ione do.
.0000^
tee.ev gemeelet•
In exemlesem0 at Me
fee. cencet .0nrove e.0/00a e-* sot
04..• OA*,41,,,0 a e0
pee•.:00.
,
041
eat. reeelexton
pnc•

PRICEWEAKERS

I
•

attempt to play at no trump
but North forgot and tried
to expose a possible psychic
bid by West
When North corrected to
four hearts. West thought
South may have psyched so
he tried to play in clubs
himself North cue bid diamonds and suddenly South
found enough to play in
slam not all bidding Ao
World Championships fs
scientific',
Dummy s spade ace won
the first trick and declarer
ruffed a spade dropping
East s king The heart queen
was won by East and a club
return was won by declarer s ace A heart to
dummy s king brought good
news and a spade was
ruffed by declarer
A club ruff and another
spade ruff established the
spades and another club ruff
placed the lead in dummy to
cash the high spades Six
hearts doubled, making six
on a hand that West could
have passed out at game
How does the defense
beat the slam' If East

MasterCard

NORTH
•A I8917 54
•K 7 2
.5
•6
WEST
•Q332
•83
•K
AK Q 10112

olUylerk
'MASAI* Urs

3 21 A

EAST
•K 6
•A 10

•41.1105143
•.1 3

SOUTH
QJ 6 5 4
•A 87 2
•A 7 5 4

Paper
Towels

2 3

100 sq ft
roll, two-ply
paper
towels
Assorted colors

For

Vulnerable None Dealer
East The bidding
East
Saab West North
•
I,
t•
3•

Limit 2

Pass
Pass
Pass

Wyler'v Lemonade Mix
Natural lemon flavor with
sugar Family 24-oz • size

BIG BUY

Save Over'0

3

PHOTOFINISHING

EMBROIDERED T-SHIRTS

Throttle control.
20" side discharge

31.1.00

9.97

.88

3-HP 20" Recoil
Start Lawn Mower

27-28

Sale Price

05u9r6Reg

Classic T's with embroidered
accents Super colors! Polyester/cotton S-M-L

Men's Denim Blue Jeans
Sturdy cotton indigo blue
denim jeans for tough wear'

Curling Iron

Prints made from prints
or color slides, now at

:ry Spee-D-Curl'.
Power-on indicator light.
putt-in stand

Bed with Coro

South holds

SAVE 90

9-volt Battery

Our Reg. 39.97

Sale Price

Save on Eyeready• alkaline battery. 1 per pkg

•-

Boxed Envelopes
Commerciol or
security seal
Sizes vary

trotirtstsysaliha

Unassembled
--•••••awmpin Carton

• Casio' Calculator Watch
is Versatile, Accurate!

1.27

• 8-digit calculator function
• Accurate stopwatch function
• 24-hour dual time function
• 1/100-sec chron with LAP
• Micro-light for night view

Place Mats

Polyester/cotton,
polyester filled

/Shelves

9.88

60x36x12"
metal shelves

limit 2
FAST PAIN RRIFF

5.88

`XL-1000'Official
Size Basketball

4

Quality nylon wound with
rubber cover in official
weight and size For hours of
fun Shop and save at K mart

Days

300 Bayer Aspirin

South
I•
2•

North
I•
2•

a2jtr Ea
Boxes$1 O

100,IVA"
60,6.4" \Si
40,7/,"
50 Legal Slx•
50, LO90131x• ees

29.

Limit 4 Batteries

2

3-21-B

4IP J 6 5 4
* A 87 2
•A 7 5 4

Sri.s& Stratton En Inc

99°

4.
5
All pass

refuses to take his heart ace
on the first trump lead, he
will deny dummy a vital
entry to establish the spades
and the slam would go down
to inglorious defeat.

4.88

Color Copy Prints

-_7!•41111111111111111111%

MI
5•
DC

Opening lead Spade queen

Our Reg 10497

88.8

44
Pass
6•

Liquid Windex
22-oz VVith trigger
Easy to use Save!

For fast pain relief Save now,

ANSWER: Pass The opening was a flimsy one and it
would be foolish to keep on
bidding in the teeth of an obvious misfit
Send bridge questions to The tars
PO Box 12143 Dallas Texas 75225
with selt•addressed stamped envelope
for reply

Grace Baptist
Will Hear Pastor
Speak Sunday
The Grace Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe, speak at the
10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m, services on Sunday, March 22,
Leland Peeler will direct
the music with Dwane Jones
as organist and Terry
Downey as pianist. Ricky
Smith will sing a solo at the
morning hour.
Nursery workers will be
Gail Workman, Elva Coleman, and Wanda Hartsfield. For bus information
persons may call Don Hale
at 753-3063.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.m.

Dr. Roos Gives
Sermon Topic At
First Christian

Automotive
Accessories
SUNDAY-MONDAY ONLY

"The Unpardonable Sin!"
with scripture from Matthew
1231-31 will be the subject of
the sermon by the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos at the 10:45
a.m. services on Sunday,
March 22, at the First Christian Church,
The Chancel Choir,
directed by Margaret Boone
with Maxine Clark as
organist, will sing the anthem,-1 Come,0 Lord, Unto

SPeICIALS

Save
450.,

Mon. Thru Sat.
SERVICES INCLUDE:
Iltopoolt front whool
booting*
2. Itoprocif front promo
Mon
S. Cornputot botonc•
Prone W1141•111
4 Align front ond

FREE

--wie flirt RICO,
SYSTIMCMICK •

Installed
With Exchange

snie Price

Sun, Thru Sat.
Sale Price

Front End Job

Shocks Installed

For many U S
cars With front
discs higher cost

Radial Tuned
shocks for mQ[ty
S cars Saver

'KM* Economiser'4-Ply Polyester Cord Blockwalls
Oct Reg 25 77 — A78x13
Plus FET I 58
Eoch
All tires plus F T Each
Quality 4 Economy' 5-rib head design Popular sizes
MotadIng Included — No Trade-In Required

THE SAVING PLACE

haltiftwita

esestole0
00•10
willealell I. ••0•• ca.

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

12.88 E.

Assisting in the services
will be Dan McKee!, Gene
Landoll, Dr. A. H. Titsworth,
Henry Fulton, Dr. Clegg
Austin, Jean Fleming, Coleman McKeel, Steve Shaw,
Rill Van Meter, Buffy Greer,
Stephanie Lucas, Mrs. Billie
Burton, Mr and Mrs. Fred
Wells, and Corinne McNutt,
Sunday School will be at
9:30 am, and Youth Groups
will meet at 5:30 p.m.
US FLAG
The 50-star flag of the
United States was raised officially for the first time at
12:01 a.m. on July 4, 1950

.11
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1. legal Nobce

PAGE II 1
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1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice
30. Business Rental
6-161011iRed-- I. Lepl Notice
15. Articles For Sale 24. Miscellaneous
z
Building in Dixieland Shop
Friendly
Commercial
Attention
Home
Martin
Toy
Aluminum
Parties
houses,
PUBLIC HEARING
now in our 26th year is ex
Fisherman' Brownell nylon, Lynn Grove Market 435 ping Center complete with
A Public Hearing will be held on Tuesday March
pending and has openings
heating. lighting and air
McMahon swivels, mustad 4171
31 1981 at 10.00 A M at the Hazel Community
for managers and dealers
".
i•
hooks East Y Grocery, 753- Firewood.
conditioning
Available
any
length
cut
•
.,.
Party
plan experience
Development Agency office in Haiel The purpo
8786
April I. 1981 Call 753:.....;.:.r..„7::1.4.
.'''
mostly
oak
and
hickory,
$20
.V
t••
d
i
'•
helpful Guaranteed toys
of this Mooring will be to discuss the progress o
Camper shell for short delivered 489-2492 or 753- 3018
1.
* , i
and gifts Na cash invest
the community development program and the
wheel base pickup Call 4157
We would like to thank ment no collecting deliver
preporotion of the Grantee Performance Report
759-4663
everyone for the many ex- ng
Lawn mower batteries 12
Car and phone
For more information call 492-8142
Warehouse
-...
.
- 4'".
pressions of sympathy dur- necessary Call collect
16.Home Furnishings volt 24 month guarantee
• -,
yee
Space
St.,.,.
ing the illness and death of Carol Day 518-489-8395
Wallin
$21
Hardware
99
Dynamark lawn mower, 8
our loved one Dewey
2. kalie
•
For Rest
hp Briggs & Stratton Pairs
2Alotice
Full
time
secretary
Pick
up
•
Tucker For all the cards
engine, 36" cut Call 436- Purple Martin houses €
11347511
..:
application at 209 Maple
5454
irt+„. •
For you early fisherman hot flowers visits and prayers St by March 27th
4
room. 524.99, 12 room
caring
comforting,
for
the
.
r.j.
coffee
sausage and
1
1/
•
For sale 4 hp air com- $3699. 18 room $4999 Jitice space for rent, 101
Seasonal
.
•
biscuits donuts East Y words of Elder Joe Green Typist'Clerical
4•
j
pressor. couch, full size spr- 24 MOM $5999 Wallin South 12th Call 153601)
Max
available
Boyd,
positions
the
imFonie
and
Grocery, 753-8786
ing and ?flat/fess. old Hardware. Paris
31. Want To Rent
Churchill Funeral Home mediately ending in May
•
hospital bed, I twin size PLANTS Garden bedding.
Nes nsobile homes
and all who called Of came Apply in person at Don
•
black
bed,
19"
swivel
chair,
Would like to rent fee
houseplants, fruit trees and
by the Funeral Home we Faughn's Enterprises. Inc
for rent. Students
.
e '••
E,
and white t.r , several used shrubs Open 8 30-2 00,
JAMES'
Cr./ 1 7.
1-3
years
with
deeply
each
appreciate
of
Andrus
Ave.,
Murray,
KY
welcome! Special
doors 753-7852
mornings, 5-7 PM evenings,
ANTIQUES
perhops option te boy.
you and pray God will bless 753-1362.
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
ratesll We also
you all
Cotton Stripping nod
For sale Garden tillers. Monday through Friday 8-5
Prefer 3 ior 4
kw MA
NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR
Sunny Acres
Rop•iring
Wife & Son
have special deals
lawn mowers of all kinds. Saturday
•n d
bedrooms, 2 Or mere
WNW MING
LOCATION/
DESIGN
APPROVAL
wheelbarrow, and air- Nursery, 901 Johnny
of Dewey Tucker
Refinishing. Cyst..
hobs, kit diem with
for lot renters!
10411 SPAM TIAII1
REPLACEMENT
Of'RIDGE AND
Robertson road. 753-3619
conditioner 489-2166.
Caltineti end WoodShwa NW NM Ibis of Cakerune, refrigerator,
Coate live with vs!
and Murray Sport Marine
APPROACHES OVER JONATHAN CREEK
Airs, Peas aid 1147.ertlelag
wetting. No dipping.
and dishwasher, in
For sale New wash bowels. 718
Found
and
Lost
5.
South
4th, 753-7400
753-3280.
CsIts tit heel firms. PreemON BY 464
Hwy. 641 Satoh
old chest of drawers, wire
city whim cablerision.
Lost 4 month old puppy, in
pt Mealy service tress 72
492-8850
machine
ice
for sound equipment, wood Used
Older coo* with no
Brown
pees see AAA-1 Cempswe.
Meadows
area
Fox
fhe Bureau of Highways is planning to proceed with
We
clearance
Buy
All
types.
502
truck
top,
and
children, recently purBible Facts Free Store for
W•440/ Ciallita/110. No Iswith dark brown markings
the development of the proposed replacement of
anti Sell
miscellaneous Call 436- 554-5090 after 4 pm.
the needy 759-4600
chased business in
Call 753-6950 or 753-8339. sestmeet er csellertlees. be
5482
bridge
and
approaches on KY 464 over Johnathan
peer ewe bees. hi Noe
Me/tray. Call 733Lost 1981 Murray High peSestiel. Na slperiiiess
Creek. Design approval has been requested from
For lease aporoximately 25. Business Services 4611.
School class ring Reward! ssessairy. "Me Freak
Moving? Spring cleaning
the Commissioner of Highways for this project
2000 lbs burley base
brArley, NEWTON AIN.
BIBLE CALL
HONE'S TAX SERVICE 8
Have items you don't want? Call 753-6219 or 753-8777
$0.30 per lb in advance AM to 6
CO., Dept, 111, Newts.,
PM nights and 32. Apts. For Rent
Love - 759-4444. Bible
Call New Concord Auction 6. Help
753-6567.
Calloway
County,
FSP
518
0464
Wanted
016-017
001
D;
Imre 30208.
Saturdays
by appointment Apartments for rent, near
Story - 759-4445.
Barn. We will pickup, sell
A
MHZ 00103 025, Almo-Shiloh Rood (KY 464).
Galvanized clothes line 759-1425
downtown Murray 153and mail you a check Cal: Would like babysitter in my
an
experienced
Project
Want
gardconsists
of
replacement
of bridge arid apposts. 2"64", holds 7
t109
436-5353
home 753-0569.
ner to do work in my yard
proaches on KY 464 located over Johnathon Creek,
lines, $1699 a pair. Wallin 26. TV-Radio
Almost new 2 bedroom
Call 436-5380 after 5 pm
Hardware, Paris.
approximately 0.3 mile west of Shiloh.
itiplex, large rooms, ap9. Situation Wanted
Assume monthly Payment pliances furnished, washerLike new, Craig AM-FM on
a new Magnavox tn..
This
project
has
been
declared
o
Categorical
Exturn
table,
8-track,
stereo,
dryer hook-up in utility,
For spring cleaning or
paying only $7.96 down
clusion and as such does not require the
and speakers 1125. Also a Leach's Music & T V., in the private carport and patio
chimney cleaning call 753preparation
stereo,
of
AM-FM
8a
Craig
formal environmental statement.
9588
Jim-Adams
shopping. deck. After 330 PM, call
track, turn table, and center, Paris. TN
753-9574 or 753-6513.
Mops, plans and other relevant project data ore
Handy man will do odd jobs
ACROSS
speakers, $50. Also a small
4 Bushy clump
available at the Bureau of Highways District Office
dock garage apartment, 2
around
house
or
shop.
Call
1 Blemish
5 Rabbits
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
coffee table, $10. Call 753- 19" Color tv,, video set bedroom, newly
at Reidland between the hours of 800 A.M. and
decorated,
753-3058.
5 Al this place
6 Chooses
recorder and cassettes.
8465.
430 P.M., Monday through Friday. Bureau perA
carpeted, stove and
CCU 12113 A
9 Crowd
7 Sun god
753-4530.
Will
break
and
disc
CUM CCM CCU
refrigerator, central gas
12 Leander s
Oregan chain saw chains,
sonnel ore available at the District Office to
8 Bitter vetch
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
love
9 South Amen- CC MCC CUOMO
3/8" pitch for 16" bar, Solid State RCA color t.v., heat and air. Married coudiscuss the proposed project, reply to questions
753-0144.
13 Winglike
UCC 12010 DOC
can parrot
S7.99; for 20" bar, $8.99. 19" screen fancy wooden ple only. 753-2835.
and to provide information to all interested per14 Man's nick- 10 Siberian river COCO CCU OCCIC
Will do computer and elec- sons.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
stand and casing. Excellent For rent- 2 bedroom apartname
11 Exist
CCU CCU COM
tric work. Call after 4 pm,
15 Oral pause
17 Form of ''to
Commodes, white A-grade, condition, $300 firm. 753- ments at Embassey. 753Henry
Charles
CC OCOCMCC MU
J.
753-8461.
16 Dreadful
ULM CCU OCC
3530 or 753-4331 after 5
$43.99, Wallin Hardware. 6144 after 5 pm.
Highway General Manager
18 Algonquian
19 Near
Will mow and trim lawns.
MCC UCC IMOD
Paris,
pm.
Kentucky
Department
of
Transportation
Indian
21 Falsifier
Used 19" color I.v., also
CCU CDC CCO
Call
753-0510.
20 - Paso
P.O. Box 3010
23 Covers
Chrome dinette set with 6 repossessed 25" color with For rent Extremely nice 2
MUM
CDC
CU
22 Clan
25 Flawlessness
Will mow yards, experiencchairs, good condition. Call remote. Low monthly bedroom apartment. fully
Poducah, Kentucky 42001
CC CCM COUU
24 Spigots
26 Spirited
ed.1411/59-176.
753-1874 after 4 pm.
OC L&L1U MCC
payments. warranted_ 753- furnished, washer and dryer
27 Send forth
horses
Would like to do babysit
included Coleman Real
1575.
29 Portico
27 - egg
Krahler
couch,
extra
goo.1
ting, 7 days a week. Call
Estate, 753-9898.
„
31 Damp
28 English
condition;
try
g
coffee
table;
Poel
and
436-2538.
32 Three-bandstreetcar
27.Mobile
43 Seaman
Home
58 Weaken
Sales
Furnished
chair.
1
753-4534.
bedroom
.7)
ed armadillo 30 River islands 46 Famed
60 Man's name
Vhi•
carpeting and air. one block
10. Bus. Opportunity
34 Skewer
33 Not at home 48 Domain
17.
Vacuum
trailer
Cleaners
61 Preposition
house
\..
22 Concord
from University. $110 per
Earn $200-$3000 per
36 About
35 Journey
51 Scale note
"
•
62 Pronoun
•;
11
.,•••
Electrolux Sales,and Ser- tandem axle with 2 doors month, 759-4538
37 Sippers
38 Barracuda
month part time. Opporet/
53 Thus
':r •
-3,
64 Digraph
436-2506
39 Conflict
vice, Tony Motitgomery, $2000
40 Asian coon- 56 Frequent
tunity may knock only once
66 French article
For rent. Efficiency apart41 Preposition
"I .
153-6760.
in your lifetime, read
65x12. 1973 Glenbrook ment at 1602 Miller Call
42 Charts
carefully:
Oklahoma
based
19. Farm Equipment trailer. 2 bedrooms. 2 after 5 pm 753-2403
44 Fathered
corporation has taken a 30
45 Sea eagle
Disk blades, regular and baths, extended living For rent
2 bedroom
year old industrial proven
47 Time period
heavy duty, get our price room air-conditioned Price townhouse apartment
49 Moccasins
product that greatly imbefore you buy disk blades_ $3500. $500 down will carpet, range, refrigerator,
50 Hindu
proves fuel efficiency,
dishwasher,
peasant
t! r• .g Truck tool boxes and carry balance. Call 489- disposer,
lowers
maintenance
costs
tailgait protectors. Vinson 2210 or 345-2497
52 Cravats
washer-dryer hookup, cenon
gasoline
and
diesel
54 Niton symbol
Tractor Company, 753- I2x65 Mobile home. 3 tral heat and air. Call 753.5:sf
engines, and has it readily
55 Uncle Sp
•;
"
.•:/.t.
"
4 ,
4892.
bedroom, 1 1,r bath Call 7559 or 753-7550.
available to the general
57 Asian land
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Furnished 2 bedroom apartGoodyear, Firestone, B.F. 753-0069 after 430 pm
59 Pronoun
public. We are looking for
ment, married couples
81 Be in debt
NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR
Goodrich, and others, tracrepresentatives for this pro63 Simpleton
preferred. Come to 1612
tor and farm tires. We have
LOCATION/ DESIGN APPROVAL
in
the
duct
Murray
area.
28. Mob. Home Rents Main
65 Drug pant
tire truck for on farm tire
REPLACEMENT OF BRIDGE AND APPROACHES OVER
$250 to $450 required for
87 Nourished
service. Vinson Tractor For rent. 12x60 Mobile Furnished apartments, one
inventory, refundable first
THE EAST FORK OF cum RIVER
88 Period
home, furnished, natural
Company, 753-4892.
30 days if not satisfied. In89 Hang
or two bedrooms. Also
ON KY 1346
gas. nice, near University sleeping
DOWN
terviews at Holiday Inn,
rooms. ZimmerGarden plows with wood Phone 753-3895
1 Pronoun
Monday. March 23rd at
man Apartments, South
handles, double pointed
The Bureau of Highways is planning to proceed with
2 Masterful
600 PM and 7.00 PM
shovel, mouldboard. and 5- 1260 Mobile home. 2 16th. 753-6609.
the development of the proposed replocement of
3 Conjunction
sharp Ask for Mr. Owsley
prong cultivator. $29.99. bedrooms, fully furnished, New 2 bedroom duplex, all
bridge and approaches on KY 1346 over- the East
washer and dryer included. kitchen appliances,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
outside
Fork of Clorks River. Design approval has been
5
Deposit required Coleman storage,
I'M SURPRISED THAT YOU
YOU KNOW WHAT
references,
Garden seeder. plants 21 Real Estate,
requested
from
the
Commissioner
IS
of
LIFE
Highways
FULL
for
753-9898.
DIDN'T FALL IN LOVE
SURPRISES ME?
deposit. No pets. 753-0814.
different vegetable seeds,
OF SURPRISES
this project.
WITH ME THE VERY FIRST
$39.99. Wallin Hardware, Two bedroom trailer, near One bedroom furnished
TIME YOU SAW ME...
Murray, no pets Call 489- apartment. clost to UniverCalloway County, FSP 018 1346 001-002 001 D; Paris.
2611.
sity. Call after 3 pm, 7531977 265 Massey Ferguson
00BRZ 00103 026, Dexter-Faxon Road (KY.-1346).
Diesel with 275 hours. Two bedroom trailer. com- 7418.
Project consists of replacement of bridge and opplow, disc, and cultivator. pletely furnished, very nice. One bedroom, furnished
pro
-aches on KY 1346 located over the East Fork of
$150 per month. Call 753- apartment, near downtown,
Call 489-2110.
Clarks River, approximately 1.2 miles east of the
8964 after 5 pm.
$150 per month, gas and
than
nothing
better
There
is
Junction with US 641 at Dexter.
THIS GIRL
Adams hard swfaced plow Two bedroom furnished water furnished. Call 753WOW--NAMED
Points. regular plow points. !railer 3 miles east of Mar 0187.
WHAT A
This project has been declared a Categorical ExNANCY
CUTIE
cultivator shovels eand ray Air-conditioned, washer See duplex to appreciate
clusion and as such does not require the
sweeps Vinson Tractor and water furnished 753- extras' 1906 Greenbrier
preparation of a formal environmental statement.
4120.
Company. 753-4892
Road. 2 Bedrooms, furnishMaps, plans and other relevant project data ore
ed kitchen, carpet, storage,
bedroom
10x55
mobile
Two
drive.
chain
Tillers.
5
hp.
available at the Bureau of Highways District Office
Briggs & Stratton engines home all electric, on washer and dryer hookups,
at Reidlond between the hours of 800 A.M. and
S239.99. Wallin Hardware. private lot Ben Nix, 153- deck overlooking wooded
430 P.M., Monday through Friday. Bureau perlot, deposit, lease. $250 a
3185 alter 5 pm.
Paris.
sonnel ore available at the District Office to
month. 753-5791 or 753.11.Mahe.
Wheelbarrows. $19.99. Three bedroom house 2649 for adidtmcat,
discuss the proposed project, reply to questions
month
$29 99, $42 99. and 69.99. trailer. $145 per
SAR&E x's/E
CAN
Two bedroom, unfurnished,
and to provide information to all interested perTWELL, YOU
plus electric bill, all elec.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
GOT SomerwiNG TAKE A
ALWAYS TELL
garage. in Murray, private
sons.
IN MY SHOE...
BREAK?
US TO PLAN
20. Sports Equipment Inc Call 759-4592
location
References,
Charles J. Henry
AHEAD
deposit, married coup "
Highway General Manager
Bear compound bow with 29. Heating-Cooling
Call
492-8594
after 6 prW'
accessories, I 75. Call For sale Used central air, Kentucky Deportment of Transportation
alter 4 pm. 753-6032.
conditioning unit Also used Two bedroom, 2 bath apart::
*P.O. Box 3010
deluxe ment, near University. 76,31+:
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
The Pistol People Invest in Frigidare
3949
a feeling of security, largest refrigerator Call 759-4024
variety, lowest priced. no
K-MART FOOTWEAR DEPT.
registration or red tape in
10. Bus. Opportunity 14. Want To Buy
Kentucky. Country Boy
Part those work presently available, with
Store, 9 miles west of
possikility
for
fotare
management
I'LL.WiRrrE DOWN
AND THEN No/ELL
Used 12' wide mobili Hoplunsville junction KY
Siert yew eye vete
C HOiCE AND `rlDu
TEAR YOURS uP
position.
Applications will be token Monhome,
prefer electric. Clinl 164-117 Hours 8-5, Sunday
eperrted pas Nett wee
WCHTE DOWN YOURS
Colson, 753-8549 or 753• 12-5,(502)885-5914
day 10-5, see Footwear Manager.
the **west ride* potees
weelaie. SPECIAL SPACE
1682
Amemmiwwirk
22. Musical
INVADERS,
$1393.00
•
Want too buy. Used card Almost new Baldwin fun
Intl TIM LAST. Cal
NOTICE
table. Call 474-9729 or machine with organ Call
Productive
sterketlep
,
475-2346 after 5 pm
In the interest and welfare of our customers, crews
Asseeletes, De. tel fres,
after 530. 753-8976 or
1-100.327•11111, *Rt.
of the Murray Water System will conduct our,
t4°%.
Want to buy junk cars. Cal 489-2481
I,,periodic maintenance inspections and flushing of
474-8838
Peavey electric guitar with
4Mesem !,,
fire hydrants Saturday evening, March 21, 1981.
Want to buy two largc built in Phase Ampeg Call
14. Want To Buy
111
The flushing will begin around 900 p.m. Saturdoy
stock roosters hens and after 5 pm, 437-4341.
Banty hens Call 753-0573 white ducks, and two
evening, and will be completed by 300 a.m Sunwhitr
Exterminating
after 430 pm
day, March 22, 1981.
drakes. 2 batty hens Cal V.
If there is any discoloration in your water SunGoats Call 753-8891 before 753-6359
ALL BUGS CALL
day, please flush thoroughly as this will clear up
430 pm, or 767-2939 after
15. Articles For Sale
the water in a very short period of time We
430
Patio plant stands, lawn
suggest that washing of clothing be postponed
Large, old farmhouse in
deck furniture, gun (
JiLl
during the above hours and apologize for any other
need of repair but liveable. and 753-7477.
racks.
inconveniences caused. This is o routine procedure
on 10 to 15 wooded acres
KeleYsTormite
that must be exercised.
more or less. Must be struc- Snapper mower blades
Pest Control
"OrYCO Of4N6A" ANON1001
turally sound and isolated, 26". 28", 30" or 33"
MURRAY WATER SYSTEM
CAN AftlIZE INFER, tit000'
Phone 733-3914
no neighbors, at the end o' $5.99 each Wallin Hard
OtO JtetetA iforNS
ware. Parts
the road or lane 753-6759
•
2. Notice

i.0

bedrocx
Northwood Si
..nen applian
No pets Del
Call 753 296!
Iwo 2 bedroc
dnd one 4 b
trent lurnist
included C
after 6 pm
Two bedroom
t,a1 heat and
itasher and d
April 1st No
preferred 75:
Iwo bedroom
ment all
cen
agi Call 7532437

it

RIVERIA
COURTS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

MUNN WWWW WM
WM WM WEIll
WM WM= MWM
WW UMMM Waild
MEOW MMEW
WINIEW WIIIMM WM
MMEMEW MIMI=
WM
WIIMME
WNW MIMI WM=
WINN MMEM WM
MEW WOW
WidIMM WWI=
WI= WM= - MEM

[WELL

33-110
0111;
Rooms for re
irom Univers
1812 or 753-E

L

34.House

i,

untry
I
edrooms. 3
tocated on 1!
ump plus wi
.f.898man Real

arm house fo
_Grove area C
fter 6 pm

I -t

or rent 4 ro
tog cabin witt
••:ountry. Call 7

Kor rent. 2 be
614 Callow
92-8225
House for rent
ommunity Ci
'53-3361.
tree bedri
!replace, dist
tpal heat, air, i
rha Refrigerati
*330 753-632
Iwo or 3 to
Aliances, near
Cor Poplar $
lent $225 pe
Que till April
7020 after 6 p
Two beriroon
Z.edroom ap
tedroom dupl
2,967 after 5 p
Ihree bedroon
F at, air-ci
tair peted, r
lookup, $200
753-2835
Three bedroo
west of Mar
gnrden spa'
redecorated.
March 15 $22
Call 753-4406

,t

37. livestoc
29' Four hors
trailer with dr
Good conditio
445.

liewses for so
arid using,
quarter and g
98-2280 or 1BEE MAR ABA
yoxir good ma'
breeding sea
stillions 753-E
Rabbits for so
8405
3 Pets-St
C Cocker S
ppy. Call 15;

TENA

1

23.

n-dash
with A
and chc
rInt. apt
On
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32lipl1ir Rent
Two bedroom duplex in
Northwood Subdivision Kit
.hen appliances furnished
No pets Deposit required
Call 153 2965
two 2 bedroom apartments
and one 4 bedroom apartTient. furnished. water also
included Call 436-2455
after 6 pm
Iwo bedroom duplex cen
heat and air outlets for
.asher and dryer available
April 1st No pets Couples
Dreferred 753-9141
Two bedroom duplex apartment all kitchen ap-thances, central heat and
air Call 753-8146 or 7532437

33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent one block
from University Call 7531812 Of 753-6933

ses or ent
Estate
4
ountry
edrooms. 3 bath home
ocated on 14 acres Heat
ump plus wood heat Colirtlan Real Estate, 753/9898
arm house for rent in Lynn
trove area Call 753-4562
fter 6 pm.
or rent 4 room and bath
1
1 log cabin with fireplace, in
, ountry. Call 753-3271.

f

I1 ,t

tior rent: 2 bedroom house,
)614 Calloway, Murray
492-8225.
blouse for rent, Taylor Store
community Call Larry Hurt
1
'53-3361.
hree bedroom brick
,ireplace, dishwasher, central heat, air, garage, antenrha Refrigerator negotiable
%330 753-6331.

Pets-Seeefies

AKC Great Dane puppies,
excellent selection Call
after 5 pm, 435-4594
AKC German Shepherd puppies 28 champions. 5
generations
Registered
American Eskimo Spitz
puppies 502-554-2153
Buff male AKC registered,
Cocker Spaniel puppy, has
had all shots, excellent pet
for child. $50. 759-4651
Dog obedience classes AKC
German Shepherds and
AKC Austrailian cattle dogs
Call 436-2858
For sale Registered English
Springer Spaniel 5 months
old, female, $50 Phone
328-8275 after 6 pm
Goat. Taggenburg. female
ready to milk Call 7539674

40. Produce
JONES
FRUIT STAND
305 S. 1 216 753.3773
New lead of vim ripe
immeass, 75' lb.; ever rips
sad esed. SIP lb. Appeal:
lams, Islas Delkierse,
1.4 Oolicims, 45 I.;
fort, SS' h.; Texas
amers, II lbs., $4.54;
Texas Grapefruit, 11 Is,,
$4.50, Grapes 116'
Celery 34' imp; frosli
slim, 17' lb.; Yam
simesh, 64' lb.; hreceoll,
46' hawk large lettuce
Mai 40'; sad 30'; Grim
asishoiti, 4 beech, SI .041;
Mali gram waft, lane
65' I.; ream IS'lb.; Purple, 4$' lb.; whir* mime,
IS'; CoseaMers 4 ler
$1.110; Belt Peppers,
meillow, 40' oath; Cabbage, 11' I. Looms,
Wm, 10 for $1.00;
carrots 40' Mg; Reellehes,
25' god; hams, $1.25
I.; Pooems, is., $1.25
I.

Two or 3 bedroom, aplliliances, near Carter school
to Poplar $100 deposit.
!lent $225 per month not
Que till April 1st. Call 7591020 after 6 pm.
1.voo bedroom house: 1
t.edroom apartment, 2 41. Public Sale
tedroom duplex: Call 753- Kirksey Flea Market, open967 after 5 pm.
ing Saturday, March 21st.
lihree bedroom house, gas Located Ii. mile north in
4at, air-conditioning. Kirksey, Patchwork quilts a
tairpeted, washer-dryer speciality. Guaranteed comfookup, $200 plus deposit. pletely handmade 4892417
753-2835.
Three bedroom, 4 miles 43. Real Estate
west of Murray on 94,
prden spot, recently I Panieni 4 Mermen
redecorated, available
Insereace /
March 15. $225 per month
Reel Genie
Call 753-4406 or 435-4119.
Swelitskle Ceert Sq.
Merrey,leateciry,
37. Livestock-Supplies
733-4451
29' Four horse gooseneck
FOUR
- trailer with dressing room AFFORDABLE
1 Good condition. Call 328- BEDROOM HOME on extra
large lot close to everything.
85
You get alot of interior
Hibrses for sale, pleasure room in this well conand using, registered structed
home with dry
quarter and grade. Call 1- basement
and big garage.
98-2280 or 1-928-2657
Priced unbelievably low
Ref MAR ARABIANS. Book plus possible owner financyour good mares for 1981 ing, Ask for Wendy at Spann
eeding season. Three Realty Associates, 753Ikons 753-6126.
7724.
Rabbits for sale Call 492- $6000 down and you can
845_
have your own mechanic
shop, Owner will finance
38. Pets-Supplies
the balance. Call Vicki at
AC Cocker Spaniel femal Spann Realty for more in104 PPy Call 753-9459
formation. 753-7724.

1

st

MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER
Foctery Direct - Coat to Coast
Sent Reality I. Lowest Prices
Professional Services - Easy Terms
Wiry. 641 S. Paris, Ta.

43- Real Estate

American Eskimo Spitz
puppy 5 months old has
had all shots $60 Call
753-3849

Phase: 642-2211

713-11111

P110111171/ MANAGIMINT
11.1111111\

Office home or both Property zoned business Good
location Large lot House
newly decorated Gas heat
Central air-conditioning
One car garage Offered at a
reasonable price for this
type of property Ken
Shores
Inc
1111
Sycamore 753-0101 or
753 7531
Imeosers. Omelopare,
elmit ma le saw dis
fe• sobWel
▪
O1•1s109.
late•1•11
at
it••d
sod
11,1••, Kis
pr▪ operly Mims properly
iimolopoil should maul 2330a low Superb losueloa
makes this rod linresimme
Is.she 1saiere. Cd relay,

ShroatWaldrop
R•al Estate
Rode Ulf C4440r 751-1747

CANTERBURY. 3 bedroom.
2 bath home designed for
large family. Enjoy spacious
great room with fireplace
large kitchen-dining area, 2
car garage. and fenced
back yard in this nearly new
home. Let us show you today Call Spann Realty
As iates 753-7724

nn[m]
-BOYD-MAJORS.°
REAL ESTATE
753-80A0

Professional Services
Wilh The Friendly Much"

ONE-OWNER
HOME
1713 Wells Ext. ex
emely well built
R., 142 bath, B.V.
ome, ca
rox. 17
•71.1.)
ar
wall,
fhc heat,
ranglk•,' disposal,
spacious bedrooms,
situated in quiet
neighborhood, well
landscaped lot. Man
flowering trees,
storage building
exterior newly
painted. In low 40's.
CLASSIC
CHARM
1523 Oxford Dr. in
Canterbury
Spacious
2-story
home on wooded lot,
economical gas heat,
4 bedrooms, 2kt
baths, appliances,
draperies included,
sunken family room
with fireplace. Lot
145 x 140 - appr. 3200
sq. ft. under roof.
Owners moved out of
state - $79,500.00 for
quick sale.

THIS
IS
IT 1
Near
schools Near
churches Near grocery. Low
maintenance bills Gas
heat Fireplace 3
bedrooms Price? Low
$30's Give us a call today
at 753-1492 at CENTURY
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors
SIMON/ UAL If, MK.
The Spellers skew I iii le aerobe Ile
mare bow and win
FARMS.NOM
SISINISSIS
URI AND INCIIIA TIONA1
PROPERTY

ft"

art
,
•

listings neediest/ Offices
Coast P. Cent. Sayers
from
Evorywhers.
-Free" Carafe,.
STRORT REALTY
,..I r11•••••
1211 CAI..
•
•Id
awn,.

er.

733-1111116
blew

In-dash 8 track or cassette
with AM-FM stereo raise
Ond choice of wedge or flush
rat. speakers.

$9995

49-.1Tsid

29 Acres of good
producing farm land
with nice 3 bedroom
ronch style home
Priced reasonable

C

.••• IMMO
•11.W• v.

"Sure, we can fill your tank, but it's
going to Cost YOU."

41-fiegistate

43. Rea1!tàte
On Magnolia near
the high school is this
beautiful 4 bedroom
brick home with double carport, 2 baths,
central gas heat and
air. Insulated to,TVA
standards. Has
assumable 7% loan.
Attractively
decorated and the
price has been reduced for quick sale.
Exquisite is the word
for this large 4
bedroom home on 2
acres.
Has
everything. Wood
burning fireplace insert heats entire
home. Has 31,2 baths,
family room and
large rec. room. Live
like a millionaire but
on a lot less. Must see
to appreciate.

Merrily-Calloway
Ceram, Realty
(502)7534146
3SIN 12111Si
Morroe, Ky. 42071
lams Gomm - IC 1430
Protteice Dom -,,s Ms
tome.%We - 753.INN
Shoe, leff - 711 1.41
h.rShoonsIte,

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4000 Square foot insulated
metal
building on 1'2 acres
located on busy
highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost, 570's. Phone
Kopperud Realty,
753-12M.

44. Lots For Sale

.114
iar A. Reeve...robot

A Saving Home Gas heat
makes it so economical.
These low energy bills will
make for a quick sale of
this home Come see for
yourself...3 bedrooms. 2
baths, study and den with
back to back fireplaces. It
has a kitchen with island,
double ovens, sewing
room ..all this Sitting on
shaded lot . Best of
all.. owner
financing
available. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors...753-1492.

3 BEDROOM
CHARMER •
Very attractive 3
bedroom brick home
only minutes from city limits. Features
including central
heat and air den
with woodburning
fireplace, attached
garage, and wooden
backyard
deck
presents a pretty picture for pleasant living! Mid $40's. Contact the "Home
Team" at Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222,
PRETTIED UPPRICED DOWN
Large 4 bedroom,
well maintained
older home with lots
of character. Must be
seen inside to appreciate.
Economical central
gas heat, gas grill on
patio, screened front
porch, electric
garage door opener,
and located within
walking distance of
downtown. Offered
at $36,500 through
Kopperud Realty,711
Main,

Now Taking Applications
For

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr., Illemry, Ky.
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
handicapped units.

For sale Residential lot.
85)(150'. City school
district. City water, sewer,
gas 1601 Kirkwood Phone
753-5851

46. Homes For Sale

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157

By owner 3 bedroom brick,
located at 522 South 6th
St. Low 530's. Call 7538262
For sale by owner 3
bedroom house near M.S.U.
753-8955 for appointment.
For sale by owner Lovely 2
bedroom brick home at 909
Pogue Avenue. Fireplace,
newly redecorated kitchen,
attached garage. R-22 insulation. very quiet location
near hospital. 753-0387
Nice house for retirement
or that young couple's first
home
New
carpet,
remodeled kitchen and
bath, garden space and
fenced yard Call 753-3903
New, 4 bedroom, 2-story
Tudor style house, custom
built with interior color coordinated. very • liveable
Crownline 14 ft pleasure
plan. Call 753-3903
boat, 65 hp Mercury motor,
47. Motorcycles
also Pflueger trolling motor.
1980 Honda CB 200 Call 489-2602
436-2139 or 759-4482
22 Ft sailboat. 502-5541976 Yamaha DT-175/3 dirt- 5090 after 4 pm
street Good condition Only 15 Foot Crosby bass boat
2.800 miles $475. Call with trailer, 50 hp Mercury
after 6. 7674455.
motor May be seen at
Darnell Marine, 94 East,
43. Auto. Services
1974 El Camino body parts, 16' Fiberglass boat. 70 hp
set of 14" Chevrolet Johnson. and trailer 435wheels. Gall 492-8345, 4490
after 6 pm
MARINE SERVICE Evinrude
- Johnson - Mercury, OMC
49. Used Cars
Sterndrive and Mercruiser.
By owner 1980 -Chevrolet Murray Sport & Marine,
Citation, 4-speed, p.s., p.b., 718 South 4th,753-7400.
a.c., purchased new.
14' Polarkraft Jon, cushion
20.000 miles. 753-6760.
seats. lights, Moody trailer.
1972 Buick Rivera. extra 18 hp Evinrude, trolling
nice with sun root. Must mot. 753-0900
see to appreciate 753- 40' Pontoon -houseboat,
8166.
sleeps 8. heat and air.
1976 Chevrolet, high S4aQ9 oLtrade 436-2506.
mileage. extra clean, power 15-Ric'6Tine semi-V boat
steering, brakes, windows, 61- wide, one PI hp Scott
locks $2000 Can be seen Allbritten. one 12 hp
Johnson, all for $350
at 1510 Sycamore
Serious inquiries only. Call
1979 Cordoba, power win- 436-2995
after 6 pm
dows, seats, cruise, stereo,
leather interior. 25.000 18' Tr-huhl fiberglass, 50
miles. excellent Call from horse Johnson, and trailer
gam-5pm 753-0445. after 6 $1U0 436-2506
16' Tr -hull bass boat, 60
OM
1978 Camaro, b cylinder. horse Johnson motor, tilt
automatic. air. AM-FM trailer. foot extended
cassette Call 753-9278 trailer, motor, $1100 Call
ta5.45Zi
after 4
Chevrolet, 1972 Impala. 4. 12 V Bottom aluminum
door, 66.000 miles Hood boat. 5 hp motor trolling
condition. $750. Boat motor with trailer $395
trailer, $135. Call 489 Call 436-5671
2595.
Offered

S.

74 Dodge Celt, geed
condition, exep.
clean, good gem
mileage, $1154 or
best after. 7117-444L

53.Services Offe-Qr

Joe
West

53. Services

Appbe Yentricsir. es I p.or

((owl Housing Opportunity a

CONVENIENT
LOCATION
Near a shopping
center, this 3
bedroom, PI bath
charmer features a
convenient kitchen,
economical central
gas heat and central
air-conditioning. A
good buy at $38,900.
Owner has been
tiansferred,
immediate possession.
Phone 753-1222, the
Kopperud Realty
"Home Team", action number 753-1222.

53.
- Services Offered 53. Services Offered

1974 Chevrolet clean low
Breaking and discing Gravel hauled Carl 753
Will haul driveway while
mileage all options. $1800
garden Cali 753-5160
6186 or 753 5948
rock sad /kg lime also nave
1953 Ford tractor, good
any
type of brown or white
COLDWATER LAWN
condition, $2000 1975
Pea gravel Also do backhoe
KURR KRAFT
GARDEN
SHOP
Honda 125 motorcycle like
work Call Roger Hudson
Janitorial
Lawnmowers Roto-tillers
Cerapiete
new $500 753-3942
753-4545 or 753-6763
chain saws
expertly
$011550, Cesrewrcial,
1957 Fairlane Ford 4-door
repaired
Pickup and
Warning' Don t read this
Resideetial, Carpets,
good condition, 1500 See delivery available 489unless you re in need of
windows,
floors.
at 407 N 7th of call 753- 2853 8 AN to 5 PM
roofing carpentry Or elecSeecial low rates ea
1410.
trical work New or rep,so
Concrete and block brick
treaty it insiattly
All guaranteed Call Joe
1977 ford Mustang II
work
Basements
service. Call Collect
Light blue. new tires mug driveways storm cellars
753 9226 for free estimate
111-642-2800.
wheels, power steering and porches 20 years ex
Wet basement? We make
brakes. air-conditioning
perience 753-5476
K & K Stomp Removal
wet basements dry work
AM-FM stereo with factory
Carpenter
Service New vau need Stumps removed Completely guarenteed Call
8-tratk, digital clock
from
yard
or land or write Morgan Con
your
homes
remodeling
tachometer Excellent runncleared of stumps' We can slruction Co Route 2. Bur,
ing condition Spotless in- cabineti. decks anything remove stumps up to 24 409A Paducah
KY 42001
with wood, quality work
terior. Call 753-6331.
below the wood leaving or call day or night 1-442
Phone 753-0565
sawdust
only
chips
7026
1972 Ford Torino S/W, runs
Call for tree estimate Bob
good and looks good. 4 new
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
tires and other new parts
Export car end he
Kemp._ Jr435-4319
Call 753-8166
A Shieglos
stereo repair.
_
Roloreases. Al work
Licensed electrician and
WORLD OF SOUND
1979 Pontiac Sunbird, air11.••
gas installation heating in
conditioned, 4-speed. AM222 S. 1 24 St.
oollmaeos.
stallation and repairs Cali
FM tape. 753-5181.
753-5565
CAN 751-11151 se
753-7203
1975 SCifOCCO. AM-FM
radio
automatic Carpentry and sheet rock MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
transmission, good condi- finishing and spray acustic underpinning roof s sealed Will build or design Passive
patio awnings, and house solar home underground
tion, like new $2000 or ceilings Call 753-8895
type roof s for mobile home or greenhouse Tripp
best offer Call 753-3628
Do all types of plumbing, homes 753-1873 Jack Williams
Real Estate and
50. Used Trucks
large or small lobs, all work Glover
Builder 436-2415
1953 Chevrolet pickup. Can guarnanteed 5 years ex- Need
work on your trees' Window cleaning fast sersee at 9th and Sycamore. perience 753-5360
Topping pruning shaping. vice
satisfaction
Call 753-7737.
Fence sales at Sears now
complete removal and ivaraqteed Free estimate
1979 Chevrolet pickup, low Call Sears 753-2310 for more Call BOYER'S TREE Call 7 3-7140
mileage, with extras. Call free estimate for your SERVICE for professional
needs
753-9648 or 753-6084
tree care 753 8536
FLOOR
SANDING Staining
1969 Chevrolet Suburban,
6 cylinder engine, 4-speed and finishing Call 354SWIFT
tranamission, runs good. 6127
Call 753-2501.
ROOFING
Guttering by Sears, Sears
1976 Dodge Van. customiz- continous gutters installed
Free Estimates!!
ed. 58.000 actual miles, per your specifications Call
Call 753-5176
Sears 753-2310 for free
Electrical
&2950 Call 1-354-6217.
estimate.
1980 Datsun pickup truck,
Service
Need your pinball machine
5-speed, low mileage, 30
repaired' In your home or
WEST
mpg. Call 753-5249 after 6
business. Call 753-1217
K ENT UCN
pm.
34 Years
ASPHALT
Professional painting.
orw
1976 Ford 150 van. 6
Experience
paperhanging.
paneling
sealing
cylinder, standard, $1800
Commercial or residential. Reasonable
?Si 9163
Call after 5 pm. 489-2823
20 years experience Free Rates -- Licen
estimates, 759-1987
For sale 1979 F-250 Ford.
sed and InGeneral home repair
4-wheel drive, lockout
Carpentry, concrete work, SUFIBIRD AIRLINES Daily sured
hubs, 4-speed transmission,
plumbing. roofing, siding, commuter flights between
753.3943
357 engine, 21,000 miles,
window and door in- Murray and Nashville Call
power steering, brakes, and
stallation Free estimates. 489-2199.
air, sliding back glass,
No lob too small_ Colson Sharpen hand saws and Will mow yards. 15 years
chrome work, bumper, tool
experience Call 753-6564
Construction. 474-2359 or skill saws. Call 753-4656.
box, aluminum wheels, and
9 AM to 9 PM
474-2276
Will do plumbing, heating,
big tires $5500 Call 435Heating, refrigeration, and carpentry, and roofing 753- Yard work, odds jobs. pain4392 after 3 pm
ting, cleaning, and hauling
electrical repair
Bob's 2211
1973 International truck
759-1894
Refrigeration
Service
van, 22', 106 model, good Hazel,
KY, 498-8370 or
Free Column
condition, price $2995 95
PROFESSIONAL
753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
Call (901) 642-7190 ask for
Free puppies Australian
LANDSCAPING
Insulation blown in by
extension 45 or 37
Shepherd,
German
FREE ESTIMATES
Sears, save on these high
Shepherd cross Call 4981976 4-Wheel drive Ford,
heating and cooling bills
8376
short wheel base 1200
Cal Ana Wilms
Call Sears. 753-2310 for
tires, Fenton mags. $1650
57. Wanted
1513 Crlendele Road,
free estimate
Call 753-5612
Murray, Kesrwocky.
Want to lease Burley poun
If you want the best for
51. Campers
753-8406
dage Wheat straw for sale
less, don't delay, call today
Call 753.8156
For sale a camper top for a No lob too small or too big z
long wheel base with beds 35 years experience
in good condition $200 Remodeling
Free
Call 753-1531 after 4 30 estimates L & 0 Conpm
struction Co.. 436-2908
225 L. P. Maier St.(Rams from Commuiry Cs4•401
1977 Wheeler popup
Specicilizing in Senior Citizens
Al's Soper Shell
camper Days call 753-4112
&mob 4th Street
Open Hours
or after 6 pm 753 7795
Murray
Mon.,
Tues.,
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
52. Boats and Motors Complete Airt•
Roper. Fre. Lobe with
14' Aluminum fishing boat,
8-12 753-3685
ed sod Mar chow.
25. horse motor Call 753For Appointment
153-7896.
4392 after 6 pm

Carter Studio

56.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Kopperud Realty Open Houses
Sunday, March 22, 1-4 p.m.
Welcome Spring by treeing yourself to at iespectioe of tw• amity houses
this Sear* eftenwee. Confect any ntewher of Kepperwl Realty's Howe
Team for further details by *rein 753-1222.

1522 Leadse Drive
5 bedroom home in Canterbury
Estates with over 3000 sq. ft. of
living area. Living room, large eatin kitchen, den wlireploce,
1 9's 1 7' game room, storoge
galore, ond large concrete
backyard patio for those summer
cookouts. Offered well below
replacement cost. Reduced to
S74,900. Immediate possession.

806 Ginitrie
(Sepal Manic)
Like this three bedroom brick charmer on quiet residential street.
Owners hove vacated property. so
you can move right in. Attractive
home at on attractive price Price
reduced to $41,850.

• .-
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Funerals
Ruby Lassiter
Dies Friday Night
In Local Hospital

Applications Accepted
For Medical Scholarship

The Rural Kentucky. 40205, ur call Joseph Wither
Medical Scholarstup Fund is mgton Jr. at 459-9790 1-1.,
in the process of accepting deadline for applications
applications from Kentucky April 15
residents who have been acrts Lassiter. cepted to study at one
of the
;2. 408 N. 8th St., died at 10:05 state's two medical
univerp.m Friday in the Murray- sales.
Calloway County Hospital.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP)The fund provides $4,000
Lassiter is preceeded in loans per
year to recipients A 6-year-old polar bear at
death by two husbands - who are willing to
practice in the Louisville Zoo, Zaleski*.
Deber1 Edwards, Aug. 10. rural Kentucky for one year gave birth Dec. 4 to a female
1958, and Roy Lassiter, Feb. for each loan they receive cub which has now survived
! 23. 1975.
Special forgiveness of loans the critical early weeks of
A member of the Grace is available to those
reel- her life and weighs 30
Baptist Church, Lassiter pients who provide practice pounds, zoo officials anwas born March 1. 1909, in in critical service areas for nounced Friday.
Calloway
County, the each year they receive a
Zoo officials took
daughter of Isaac N. and loan,
elaborate precautions to
I.ula Mae Ma rr Burton.:
The fund is the oldest and reduce any possible stress
Survivor, include one most successful in
the na- that could cause the 450da ughter. Mrs. Eugene tion. The fund has in its
31 pound Zaleska to destroy or
/Geneva) Holmes, Red Bud, years loaned in excess of $2.3 reject her offspring. These
Ill.. one son, Bobby Ed- million and has located more included a a special nursery
wards, Covina. Calif.: two than 450 physicians in rural den which isolated Zaleska
sisters-. Mrs. Bertice Ed- Kentucky.
from the zoo's two other
wards and Mrs. Eulala
Sixty percent of the reci- polar bears. The den was
Elkins, both of Murray: two pients are still practicing in tightly packed with straw
brothers, Kell). Burton, Mur- rural or critical areas of the which served as bedding and
ray, and John Ralph Burton., state and another 16 percent reduced stresscausing noise.
Sherman. Texas; and three are still practicing in
granchildren.
metropolitan areas. RedFriends may call after 4 pients may select from a list
p.m. today at the Blalock- of 85 counties as their pracColeman Funeral Home. tice site.
Funeral services will be 2
Any individual interested
ATLANTA I AP) p.m. Sunday in the chapel of in applying for a scholarship Residents
of a housing prothe funeral home. The Rev is requested to contact the ject where
police arrested
R.J. Burpoe will officiate.
RKMSF office at KMA head- two gun-toting activists say
Burial will be in the Mut- quarters at 3523 Ephraim an armed
patrol to guard
ray City Cemetery.
McDowell, Louisville, Ky. against further child killings

Theatre Sets Sunday
Volunteer Party •

Polar Bear
Becomes Mama

CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN - Rehearsing a scene from
the annual junior class play are, from left, Kate
Shepard, Ken Murphy and Greg Cain. Curtain time for
the Saturday, March 21, performance at Murray Middle School is 8 p.m. Admission is $2 for adults and
children under 12 will be admitted free. The public is
invited.

Guard May Up Atlanta Tension

is doing more to increase Bobby James, pointing to a
tension than to protect the patrol of neighborhood
children.
youths who became involved
"All they're doing is star- in a confrontation with police
ting a war. This is Friday.
ridiculous," said 24-year-old
A band of people armed
with bats and guns was
dispersed
in
the
predominantly black
Techwood Homes housing
LOUISVILLE,Ky. 1API - pay 75 percent of the cost of Thursday that the
project after police arrested
federal of the cleanup costs.
A spokesman for the state rebuilding sewers and government isn't concerned
The county has about $3.7 two of them on charges of
Disaster and Emergency streets damaged in the Feb. with how the 25 percent
carrying deadly weapons at
is million in its reserve fund.
Services office, Gordon 13 explosions, according to paid, as long as
But Sherry Penn, press a public gathering.
the funds
Nichols, says that the state Wednesday's official aren't federal dollars.
The patrols began Friday
aide to Jefferson County
may refuse to help Louisville disaster declaration by
Credle said it might be ac- Judge-Executive Mitch Mc- in what a group leader said
rebuild streets and sewers President Reagan.
ceptable for the state to pay Connell, said the county was an effort to prevent any
that were damaged in exploThat declaration calls for no construction costs, and "isn't interested in funding more slayings of black
sions last month.
"state and local" govern- for the city, sewer district what might be Ralston children. Twenty children
"In the past fiscal years, ments to pay the other 25 and water company to pay Purina's liability."
have been killed and two
we have just closed out our percent. But whether the for repairs.
Some officials suspect the others have disappeared
accounts on the 1974 tornado state will pay for repairs
King wouldn't say definite- blasts were caused by the ex- over the last 20 months.
and the 1977 flood," Nichols hasn't been settled.
Deputy Police Chief Eldrin
ly whether the state will pro- plosive chemical hexane
said. "It takes a long time to
"If the state participates vide funds this time.
leaking into the sewers from Bell said police would return
clean up a disaster."
in the (25 percent) match, it
King and Jerry Abramson, the Ralston Purina Co. to the housing project today
His agency will funnel would be a precedent," said Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s soybean-processing plant.
and arrest anyone who
millions of federal dollars to Cabinet Secretary Jim King. general counsel, suggested
Ms. Penn said it would be violated the law. Atlanta
local governments in the
Tom Credle, the federal of- that Jefferson
and police, calling the patrol
County "inappropriate
next year or so.
ficial in charge of coor- government contribute to premature" to spend county "vigilantes," tried unsucThe federal dollars will dinating disaster aid, said the local government's share money until anticipated cessfully all week to talk the
lawsuits have been decided. group out of its plan to carry
arms.
The two men who were arrrested, identified by police
as -activists Chimurenga
Jenga, 30, and Gene
PRINCETON,Ky.(API - Ferguson, 35, were loaded
The name of the hospital in into vans after brief strugPrinceton is now officially gles. Jenga was brandishing
One Group Spring
"Caldwell County Hospital." an M-1 carbine and
Previously, the name was Ferguson toted a pistol,
Off
Caldwell County War police said. Both men were
Famous Name Brand
Memorial Hospital and Skill- released on bail Friday night
and are to be arraigned Moned Nursing Facility, Inc.
to
Off
The hospital's board of day on the charges. Jenga
directors voted unanimously was also charged with
One CrOup Qiana
Tuesday night to change to obstruction of an officer,
authorities said.
the shortened name.
Price
"The overwhelming majority" of project residents is
One Group
opposed to the patrols
because "they're just con/
1 2 Off
fusing," said tenant Fannie
Green."The kids might start
using bats on themselves."
The Ron Carter Patrols,
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API The Louisville family that named after a Black Panowns rock station WLRS-FM ther who accidentally killed
Court Square
is buying WAVE-AM radio in tat-itself while clean* a
Louisville, it was announced gun, consist primarily of 16Friday by Orion Broad- to 21-year-olds armed with
casting Inc., parent of metal and wooden baseball
bats who communicate via
WAVE Inc.
walkie-talkies with gunpackThe agreement to sell the ing elders
back at headstation to the Henson family
quarters.
West Ky.'s Seafood Specialist's
clears the way for Federal
Israel Green, president of
Communications ConunisNOW FEATURES
the Techwood Homes
sion consideration of the sale tenants'
association and coof Louisville-based Orion to leader of
the patrols, vowed
Cosmos Broadcasting Corp., Friday night
the patrol
Columbia.
of
S.C.
would regroup despite the
Cosmos agreed to acquire arrests.
privately owned Orion last
"This was something
year for $110 in cash. else," he said angrily after
However, under FCC owner- the arrests. "This pill is hard
ship regulations. Orion had to swallow.
This form of fish cookery is sweeping both
to dispose of several proper"We're doing our thing.
coasts. Try them and experience a tanties, including WAVE Radio. We're not going to stop."

State May Not Help Louisville

Pre Easter Sale

Caldwell Hospital
Changes Name

Suits & Dresses

'A 'A

Sportswear

'A

Raincoats

/
1 310

Blouses

Mademoiselle
Shop

Louisville Family
To Buy WAVE-AM
Radio Station

A kick-off party for volunteers in
Community
Theatre's
annual
membership canvass will be held Sunday, March 22, in the auditorium of
the Calloway County Public Library,
at 3 p.m., according to Lynn Houston,
co-chairman of the afternoon that
features food, entertainment, and information to prepare the participants
for the fund-raising effort Monday
night.
Music for the afternoon will be pro%tided by pianist and vocalist Jay Fern
along with the vocal talents of Terrie
Liles and Lila Gough. Theatre Director Richard Valentine and Karen
Welch, coordinator of this year's
membership drive, will act as master
and mistress of ceremonies for the
festivities.
Margaret Boone, past president of
the board, will welcome the more than
150 volunteers and Bill Phillips, newly
elected president, will talk about the
history and programs of Community
Theatre.
Humorous scenes will be improvised to show the canvassers the "dos"
and "don'ts- of knocking on doors.
Bob Valentine, assisted by young
ladies in the Young Actors Guild, will
present items in the canvass packet in
a scene that spoofs designer fashion
shows.
Twenty-five captains will organize
their teams during the afternoon to
determine who will solicit different
areas of the city. In a novel approach
to the day's biggest task, the membership drive staff wilt involve the entire
audience of volunteers in a television
game show satire, "Canvassing for
Dollars."
The rest of the afternoon will be
spent enjoying food and music as
plans are finalized for Monday night.
Volunteers are to meet at the Library
Arts Annex at 5 p.m. Monday to canvass the city and then return to the annex for a dinner and celebration.
County residents and anyone in the
city not reached by the canvass effort
are asked to send their contributions
for membership to: Community

Charge•••

Theatre, P. 0. Box 952, Murray, Ky.,
52071. General memberships are $10
and special gifts start at $25.
Captains for the drive are: Bettye
Baker, Linda Begley, Gene Berrill,
Margaret Boone, Lewis Bossing,
Charlene Butwell, Ron Cella, Mike
Childress, Kathy Cohen, Joanne
Cohoon, Martha Cook, Kathie Fleming, Vernon Gantt, Judy Harnngton,
Jean Hudder, Anita Jones, Vickie
Jones, Barbara Malinauskas, Judy
Natau, Dorothy Norris, Sue Parsons,
Kate Shepard, Mary Curtis Taylor,
Dee Ann Umar,and Beryl Whaley.
Team members include: Vickie
Baker, Julie Bazzell, Liz Barka,
Charles Beaman, Mark Blankenship,
Moan Blankenship, Anne Bloom, Mrs.
Tom Bloom, Rena Bolen, Ross Bolen,
Virginia Bolen, Jackie Boltz, Shannon
Boltz, Bill Bossing, Sandy Brannon,
Jon Burke, Terri Burke, Debbie
Burgess, Matthew Cohen, Laura
Cella, Ed Davis, Brian Doyle, Mark
Etherton, Kyle Evans, Nell Evans,
David Fleming, Don Fleming.
Lashlee Foster, Scott Foster, Floyd
Garland, Michelle Garland, Ruth
Garland, Becky Hentz, Lynn Houston,
Laney Howell, Shelley Howell,
Daytha Howell, Evelyn Hubbell,
Clara Humphrey, Sandy Jeffrey,
Loretta Jobs, Ricky Jobs, Robert
Johnson.
Becky Jones, Carol Julian, Melanie
Julian, Meredith Julian, Pat Kiesow,
LuAnn Loberger, Rue McCutcheon,
Russ McCutcheon, Johnny McNutt,
Leslie Massey, Patsy Massey, Mark
Malinauskas, Suzanne Meeks, Anne
Miller, Patsy Miller, Ben Moore, Gus
Moore, George Moore, Judy
Muehleman.
Kim Oles, Kellie Overby, Kim
Owens, Janie Parker, Wendy Parker,
Bill Parsons, John Pasco, Kathy
Pasco, James I. Schempp, Nancy
Schempp, Gretta Shepard, Sandy
Whaley, Cheryl Whitaker, Lisa
Whitaker, Brad White, Oneida White,
Pam Woods, Ronnie Winds, April
Woods, Jason Woods and Barry
Wyatt.

(Continued From Page 1)

charges against the defendant be
dismissed.
From that request comes one element of today's controversy. Among
others, the board is charging Curris
with attempting to influence county
officials in the disposition of the Gordon case, more than one source
claims.
(About the same time of the local incident, Gordon was charged by
federal authorities with operating a
clandestine laboratory in Marshall
County, according to court records.
He was convicted in federal court on
that charge but disappeared while
awaiting appeal of the case.)
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker declined to confirm whether of
not he had been contacted by any
university official about this matter.
However, sources say Parker has
been asked to appear at the regents'
hearing on the charges next Saturday.
Both Curris and his attorneys
declined any comment about a pa sible connection between the president
and the Gordon incident. The also
refused to say whether or not the incident was included as one of the
charges preferred against him by the
board.

Attorneys for the board of regents
also declined to comment on the matter.
Regent Charles Howard of Mayfield
confirmed Friday night that Gordon is
his nephew but denied any knowledge
the Gordon case and the charges
against Curris are related.
Howard said he had not heard any
evidence to support such a connection
and reiterated his position that the entire matter should be open to the
public.
However, other sources maintain
Curris will be forced to respond to this
charge, along with eight others during
the ouster hearing a week from today.
Curris said Friday night that his
position on releasing the charges remains unchanged and that he would
do so after the court action is resolved.
"To the extent that this story purports to involve charges, Dr. Curris
and his attorneys wish to see this matter resolved in a court of law which is
the proper forum and not be tried in
the news media," Don Overbey,one of
the attorneys representing Curris,
said today.

SEVEN SEA'S

'Charbroiled Fish'
Delicious Salmon Steak or Filet o
Halibut cooked over hot coals.
$599

talizing taste.

Seven Seas Also Features A Varied
Selection Of Broiled Under Open
Flame Dishes.
*Broiled Flounder *Broiled Seafood
(
*Broiled Scallops
Platters
*Broiled White
Fish

Ellen
*Eas
Restaurant

753-4141
HIGHWAY 641N.
MURRAY,KY.

For The Finest
- In peek
and Seafood

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

Se bark Lade, - 294114 wiles, I fewer, mew cm wadi et,
tilt, webs, spat cite soots, power widows, 4way power
sows,ie.leeks, WNW ION www weer swim

$6,977.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrelet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

A bird can sit on a naked electric
wire without harm. Because it is touching only the wire, nothing else
But if you touch the very same wire
while standing on the ground, on a metal
ladder, or on the roof. zapl You would
get a terrible electrical shock Maybe
enough to seriously hurt you Maybe
enough to kill you

iv4

Watch for electric wires. Be extremely careful when working with TV antennae, moving ladders, and carrying long
objects like metal pipes
Look up and look out Never touch
an electrical wire with your hand, your
body, or anything else
A bird can get away with it You
can

West Ky. Rural
Electric Co-op Corp.
Murray-Mayfield

.••••

